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ABSTRACT
Mellalieu, Peter J. : "A Decision suPport System for Corporate Planning
in ttre llew Zealand Dairy Industry", PhD thesisr
Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand (Sept.
1982)
Index Terms
Decisionsr Support; Systerns; Planning; Optinization; tleuristics; t'btwork
progranrring; Fixed Costs; Travelling salesman; Di-stances; Computer graphics.
A Decision Support Systen (DSS) is described, the prine objective of which
is to aid in the location of nerr investnents in a nultl-site, nulti-product
dairy processing company. A network progran rcdel is described which opti-
nises tlre colLection of stilk fron farm grroups (netcells ) and the allocation
of the nilk to a range of final products and blproducts through con-
sideration of product prices, Process costs and transport costs.
Constraints include process capacities, overtime capaciti.es, and final pro-
duct demands. Site dependant product yields are consldered through use of
an iteration grrocedure surroundlng the network model. This procedure uEda-
tes estiurates of ttre nean company yield used to set uPper arrd lower arc
constraints in the product demand phase of tlre network model.
!,tilk tanker collection distances are estinated by an expected travelling
galesman distance nethod in conjunctj.on w'ith accurately meagured netcell to
factory 'bridging distances' and an inter-factory rdiversionr network of
road distElnc€s r
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To cope with daily fixed coat charges, a heuristic Procedure enPloying cost
relaxations and a nunber of Pre-solution feasibiLity tests is used.
Seasonally varylng factors (nilk supply, Froduct yield and farms vislted per
tanker Eip) are accomrcdated by solving the network nodel for the average
day in each nonth for twelye months, ttren sunming ttre results nuj-tiplied by
ttre nurnber of Sroduction days in each nonth.
Inplementation as a DSS was facilitated ttrrough use of an interaetivre com-
puter system incorp,orating conputerSenerated grapNc dispLays.
Appllcations of the DSS to location planning, industry rationalization and
otlrer corporate planning activilies are descrlbed.
Recommendations on ttre use of the rcdel to iilentify ttre feasible set of can-
didates for location studies are nade, and nettrods for identifying the
appropriate timing of investrnents are considered.
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CHAPIER 1
OBJrcTIVES AI{D OUTLINE
Ttris study was concerned with researching the application of Decision
Suptrrcrt Systems for corporate planning. A gnrticular concern has been to
integrate the traditional nathenatical nrodelling techniques of operational
research rith the emergent technologies of interactive graphics conPuting
using the Decision SupSnrt System framework.
The desigm, developnent and implementation of a Decision Suptrnrt Systen
(DSS) for a large Ne\t Zealand dairy products manufacturing comlnny is
described. The principal purpose of the DSS was to improve decisions
relating to ttre size, type and l-ocation of investments in processlng capa-
ci.ty. The need for these investnents as well as other reguirements for the
DSS are described in Chapter 2. Background information on the dairy cout-
panyr and the technical constraints and relationships under which the com-
pany operates are also discussed.
The objectives of the DSS approach are reviewed in Chapter 3 and the litera-
ture is evaluated with trnrticular reference to location, transportation, and
production planning studies. The chapter concludes by specifying in greater
detail the rnathenatieal nodeling and system implenentation features to be
adopted.
The nathenatical and logicaL aspects of tire rcdel are detatled in Chapters 4
and 5. performance and valldation experience are provided, supplemented by
Appendix 1. Contributions to the fields of applied network optinization,
exp,ected lengths of travelling salesnan tours and fixed cost ninimization
are explained in these chaPters.
17.
Chapter 6 describes tlre technical (hardware and sof btare ) f,eatures srhich
were ueed to "judiciously couple" tlre conprrter-based nodeL to the decision
maker.s gkill and Judgement. Particular attention is given to tlre rraLue of,
ttre interactive and grraphics-oriented capabiLities of, ttre configuration.
Implenentation and applications of tlre conplete DSS within the company are
g!.ven in Chapter 7, utrilst Chapter 8 descrlbes an application to industry-
wide restructuring.
The contributions to both natlrenatical nodelling practice and field of
DecLsion Suptrnrt SystenE are sunnarized in Chapter 9. In addition' f,urttrer
research pssibllities are indicated.
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CIIAPTER 2
I}IVESIT,IENT AND PLANNING REQUIREMENTS IN THE
NEl{ ZEALAND DAIRY PROCESSING INDUSTRY
2.'l Introduction
The large and diverse New Zealand dairy industry requires substan-
tial investment in new and replacement processinq plant over the
next 10 years. The New Zealand Co-operative Dairy Co Ltd is the
largest company in the industry and typifies rnany of the problens
faced bY the industrY.
To help in planning the companyrs plant investments a model of
their supply, transEort and processing activities is required.
The general features and design reguirenents of such a rcdeI are
described.
2.2 Sectors of the DairY IndustrY
The New Zealand Dairy hdustry comprises four major sectors.
The farm sector produced 320'OOO tonnes of nilkfat in the 1980/81
season, from 151000 farms.
The processing sector is nade up of co-operatirrely owned dairy
companies. This sector is concerned with the collecti.on and pro-
- cessing of 91t of, the nitk into dalry products such as cheese,
butter, caseins and milkPowders.
The tlrird sector is ttre New Zealand Dalry Board which both exPorts
and sells locatly the processed products. Exports accor:nted for
2.3
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$1 ,065 uritlion in 1980/81 . (88* of ttre total production.) In
addition the Dairy Board determines the narketing strategy of the
industry and co-ordinates dairy products nanufacture through a
system of annually-reviewed price contracts with each of the dairy
processlng companies. lItre Board also has sone influence on the
capitaL investment Programnes carrled out by the dairy companies.
lltre town nilk sector is concerned with the collection, bottling
and distribution of fresh milk for househoLd consumption. This
sector accounts for nost of the renaining 9* of nilk fnoduced.
T,lris study is concerned prinari}y with the processing sector,
which over ttre next 10 years, plans to invest sone $700 niLlion in
u[ryrading and replaeing processing facilities throughout the
country. Ttrese substantial investments are required in response
to tirree factors: the increase in rnilk production; ttre need to
up,grade or replace plant which is cost inefficient, or fails to
meet ever tightening quality and hygiene standards; the need to
dirrersify ttre product mix in order to achierre higher and npre
stable narket returns.
Importance of Location and Other Factors
The optinal location of investnents in plant is ParticuLarly
inportant in the dairy industry mainly because transport coats are
a rnajor ongoing cost component. E|is is due to the fact that nilk
is collected daily in refrigerated vehicles from each fartn.
Dairy processing equipnent has a long econornic life usually in
excess of '1 5 f€€l!s. Buildings and utilitiesr such as steam
20.
generating plant have even longer economic lives, and t[is is a
second reason for ensuring a good location is chosen.
Consequently, in planning for ne!'I investments it is necessary to
consider the following factors:
(a) the timing of the investrnent
(b) changes in total milk supply and the qr.nntity of utilk
supplied froro different Parts of the study region
(c) changes in the product urix and demand reguirements
(d) changes in Product Prices
Additionally there are rrarious technical constraints and rela-
tionships which lnfluence ttre planning exercise. Ttrese are:
(a) AIl trdLk supplied rnust be processed on ttre day of supply
otherwise finaL product qr:ality rf,itl be severaly degraded'
(b) fhe quantity of nilk suppLied 5nr day varies in a skewed
mountain shaped form over ttre 12 monthly Production season
(Figiure 2.1).
(c) The milk composition varies fron nonth to nonth' and from
area to area, and ttris effects tlre yields of final product.
(d) In addition to ttre major products derived from the nilk,
various byproducts are available which nust be disposed of or
processed into useful forms (Figrre 2.21.
(e) The efficient utilisation of milk tankers requires that
collection of milk be carried out in a complex way in that a
20( a)
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nunber of farn suppliers are rrlsited on one tanker trip. In
addition the number of farms visited trnr trip varies
throughout tlre season' in association with the seasonal
changes in farm production.
(f) Factory operating costs are lnrticularly non-linear, and
comprise annuaL start up (rnaintenance) costs, fixed costs,
daily start up/close down costs, shift costs, overtime costs
and nariable Processing costs.
(S) Factories and processes $ithin factories have finite maximum
capacities related to tlre process rate, nunber of shlfts
worked, and overtime available.
Another issue is ttre need to allow decision makers to take account
of less quanLifiable asp,ects. For exanple' the dairy industry
historically has been rural based not only from ttre viewpoint of
the supply of raw material, but also fron a location and labour
supply viewpoint. l'lore recently, there have been trends towards
urbanisation of the 5rrocesslng sector in both a locational and
technological sense. This has a serious inpact on nrral services,
rural housing, worker nanagenent relationships and the "gr:aIit1t of
Iife" generally.
The huge nunber of data iteus relating to supplies, costs, demands
and capacities, eonbined with the large number of interrela-
tionships gives rise to the need for a rnodelling aPProach to iden-
tify the optimal locations for new plant investments. In
addition, the overall complexity of tlre nodel demands that effec-
2.4
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tive nethods are needed to explain the spdel rs method of approach
and to convince the user of the correctness of output results.
1![e planning environnent is constantly changing. In Snrticular,
predlctions relating to product denand and nrilk supply will change
as the conpany actually moves ttrrough ttre planning horizon.
consequently, investnent plans need to be re-evaluated in the
light of the cogPanyrs actual exSnrience and revised predictions.
This suggests the need for a nodel which is flexible in its use'
and able to be used by tlre company !{eII after the rcdel desigmer
has deSnrted.
ltre New Zealand Co-operative Dairy Cornlnny Limited
llhe New Zealand Co-operative Dairy Co Ltd (NZCDC) is t}1e largest
dairy processing conPany in New Zealand. It collects rnilk from
4500 farms scattered over an area of 10 OOO kn2 (Flgrure 2.31.
Collection is carried out by 3O0 refrigerated road tankers.
Fifteen factories ttrroughout the area produce virtually the whole
range of dairy Sroducts plus blproducts. The factories range in
size from those Processing a fevt hundred kilolitres of nilk per
day into a single Product to ruulti-Process factories Processing up
to 2O0o kilolitres/daY.
lhe NZCDC faces an investnent of $200 million over the next 10
years for ttre reasons described in Sectloa 2.2. Ttrig investrent
translates into the need for a new or rePlacement dairy factory
every tlvo to t[ree years. Consequently the corn;nny expressed con-
siderable interest in the development of an investment planning
22(b) zz (a)
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model. ttrey turtfrer indlcated ttre desirability of using tlre rcdel
for other planning applications, such as analysing the effects of,
unplanned plant closure due to events such as trnwder erplosions.
2.5 Conclusions
To assist in the planning of capital investnents in the dairy
industry, a rnodel is required which
(a) conprehensively tal<es account of ttre nany technical rela-
tionships
(b) corweniently nanages the large quantities of data consumed
and Produced
(c) produces output results in a forur helpfuL to the user
(d) can be used effectively by a non strnciallst user
(e) carries out ttre analysis in a fast and cost effective nanner
(f) has a design logic which readily convinceg ttre user of its
correctness
(S) is flexible enough to accommodate considerable changes in
data and planning reguirements.
24.
CHAPTER 3
APPROACHES TO THE BUILDING OF A LOCATION PI.ANNING i{ODEL
3.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the literature Snrtaining to techniques for
nodelling systems in a nanner wtrich meet the requirements spe-
cified in chapter 2.
The literature and techniques are evaluated on the basis of mathe-
natical suitability, computational sPeed' flexibility' and adaP-
tability. C;eneraL conments on the rnodelling process and the
non-mathematical aspects of a nodel are also considered, par-
ticularly with regard to the way in w?rich tlre model will be used
by the companyrs decision makers. lfhe review concludes w"i-th the
choice of techniques which have the nost relevance for construc-
tion of ttre required nodel.
In addition to reviewing the subject areas of location theory and
investrnent tining, previous alairy industry studies and some
asPects of cor;rorate planning nodels are examined'
3.2 General Aspects of Model Desigrn
General features relevant to the desigrr of conputer-based nodels
are discussed in this section. llhe relevance of Decision Suptrnrt
Systems wtrich cornbine computer and hunan decision making con-
ponents are described. This is followed with an examination of
the role of model evaluation as a gr.ide to npdel desigm.
25.
Scott-Morton and Huff (1980) in their review of the inpact of cost-
puters on planning and decision making discuss tlre recent develop-
ment of Decision Supp,ort Systens (DSS). They give tlre objective
of Decision Sup;rort SYstems as:
ito inprorre a given decision naker's ability to deal with seni-
6tructured problems by judiciously coupling hunan skill and judge-
nent with ttre data rnanipulation and numerical power of cornputer
systems, but not to replace the decision maker altogether with a
computer systeE ttrat would rnake the decision for hin.'
DSS is compared with the more traditionaL computing applications
which are concerned with well-structured efficiency-oriented
applications. These ttrey called Management Infornation Systems
(MIs), examples of which are 5nyro11 and inventory control
systems.
They continued by pinting out that DSS aided problern solving is
essentially interactive and is rilependent on much of its trnwer and
usefulness on a capability for dialogue betneen a manager and the
computer. Reviewing corPorate simulation nodels' they found that
managers gained a deeper insight into the operation being
urodelled, enabling them to see ttre organisation from new EprsIEc-
tives and so helping them develop new strategies.
DSS applications have hitherto been relatively few in number
because of limits inposed by algorithmic and conputer spned, and
the need for upre extensive programning conP'ared wittt batch
oriented systems (for example interactive dialog, crash trrroofing,
26.
autonatic job control). Wagner (1981 ) stated that only 1t of data
processing personnel were involved in DSS. As recently as 1982,
Vazsonyi in his review suggested that future DSS applications would
incorporate powerful mathematical models (such as LP' 9oa1
programning, Markov theory) in contrast to the tore ad hoc
nodelling provided by, for examplez the IBU Interactive Financial
Planning Systen. tte noted tlre novelty of enrlcedding an LP into a
DSS as was achieved by Stott and Douglas (1981 ) in their ocean
transportation scheduler.
Ottrer significant develoPments in DSS have included the work of
Alter (1980) who investigated current Sractice and groposed a
taxonomy for the description of DSS. A review of practical and
theoretical agPects of DSS was carried out by ttre International
Institute of Applied systems Analysi.s (IIASA), i{'ith ttre 5ro-
ceedings edited by Fick arrd Sprague (1980). Proceedings of an
earlier conference were edited by Carlson (1977).
Plant location is usually considered to be a well-structured
problen to which well-defined methods can be applied in order to
detemine optinal investnent proposals. Such rnethods are
discussed later. In trrractical situations, however, ttre Plant
location probleru is not such a well-structured problem. Many fac-
tors relevant to the decision only become apParent as the decision
maker becomes deepty involved in his analysis' Ttris was borne out
by early discussions with planning executives at NZCDC.
They indicated ttrat following the presentation to top-management
of one set of results, often an entirely new analysis would be
27.
requested. Such an analysis might include changes in factory
capacity leveLs' or product mix' or a series of nwhat iftr
qgestions relating to nelt perceptions of tlre pJ.anning problen.
Factors such as the need to locate a factory in an area in order
to pre-empt coBEletitors fron doing likewise, or the need to sup-
port rural redevelopment are less quantifiable factors wttich the
decision nakers also wished to evaluate. Consequently, the DSS
approach was found to have nuch relevance for this work.
t{e tlrrn now to issues of nodel evaluation as a guide to Eodel
design. Gass ( 1977', asks the question 'ron rrrtlat basis should a
decision maker rely on and use the outputs of (courplex) decision
models?n He considers the concepts of model rrerification and
nodel rraLidation, and prop'oses a set of gruidelines for
acconplishing the evaluation of a comPlex 1odel. lI€ 3u99ests that
nodel developnent should take account of tJrese guidelines in order
to "increase the rralidity of the rnodel and its accePtance by tfie
decision nakers".
Gass emphasises ttrat a model includes not only mathematical and
Iogical constructs but also the aPPropriateness of data; nodel
assumptionsr the role of the model in ttre decision naking processt
program specifications and model maintenance. Ttris suggests ttre
need for a balanced approach to srodel building ratlrer ttran an
overemphasis on the nathenatical osp€cto ltris is confirmed by
Scott-Morton et aI , vttro after revietting a number of studies on the
success and failure of computer aided planning, concluded:
3.3
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nlt seems ttrat r*rat leads to success is not so much ttre level of
sophisticatj,on of the ffrnagement science models used, nor the
speed with y*rich ttre conputer executes the program, nor the grand
scale of the development project itself. lfhat ap1Ears to matter
is ttre provision of computer suPport for a small clearly iden-
tified and reasonably well understood comPonent of the overall
planning processr the sinplicity and relatively low cost of the
related computer systems deveJ.opmentt and the extent to wttich
managers actually used the system and felt they had irnproved their
decisions by so doing."
FinalLy, Gass states tlrat
,, In general, ttre decision maker must be given the opportunity to
explore the use of the npdel in order to beeome faniliar trith its
predictions and to exanine ttre relationstrips and assumPtions
iurplied by ttre spdel.o
It'riLl be described in chapters 4, 5 and 5 how the ncdel deve-
Lop,ed in tSis study conforms with the nndelling qualities outlined
above through use of a netvrork nodelling aPProacht paranatised
data structuresr simple interactive dialogi user-oriented reportst
and graPhic disPIaY of results.
Plannlng and Iocation Studies in the Dairy Industry
lftris section reviews the nodelling of dairy industry problems in a
number of countries. A range of relevant applications are
discussed which include oPtimal location of ilairy factories in
Ireland, transport minirnising models in the us, a Production
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planning nodel in New Zealand, a "spatial efflciency" rmdel in the
South Auckland dairying region, and the use of computer based
milk-tanker scheduling urodels for rrarious factories in New
Zealand.
OrDryer carried out a series of highly detailed studies of the
Irish dairy i.ndustry. use was nade of a budgetary approach to
determine the extent of economies of scale in the manufacture of
skiur milk trrcwder (O'Dryer 1968, III). Next, structutal changes in
nilk supply were examined using Markov chain analysis (OrDtryer,
1968, I). He compared various trethods of collecting nilk and
crean fron farms and creameries (OtDldyer, 1968, II) and then
flnally Stollsteimerrs (1963) heuristic method wae used to deter-
mine the nurnber, location and size of dairy manufacturing Plants.
lltris last study is severely lioited in its appllcation to the
eurrent work in that it rcdeled a greatly siurplified situation.
For example one identical Process cost function was used for aII
factory sites. Nbeit, ttre function did encomgrass a diminishing
average cost of production. Just tvro products were made: skim
nilk gnwder and butter' al.though tlris was justified on the basis
that 80t of urilk was actually processed into these products in his
shrdy region. Ttrese products are nrade in a fixed protrnrtion to
each other (butter from the cream fraction whilst 5rcwder is rnade
fron the renaining skisr milk fraction). lfhus there ltas no scope
in the todel for specifying Product mixes (refer to Figure 2.2).
No account was taken of the seasonal variation in milk supply or
the changes in supply over the yearsr only total annual produc-
tion for one Year was considered.
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The techniques comparing alternatirre nethods of collecting nrilk
and cream are of historical interest only. In New Zealand
generally aLl urilk is colLected by road tanker, tr*rilst OrD!4/er was
eomSnring the delivery by farmers of nilk in churns to a creamery
with a ,,multican" system in vitrich a truck from ttre creamery
visited farmers on a nore efficient collection route. At the same
time, tanker collection ltas being introduced in Ireland, and it
was necessary to indicate w?rich of ttre three collection systens
would be rmst cost efficient in the long term'
Siebert, Boles and Revzan (1958) developed an LP transportation
model for tlre purpose of investigating the rnvement of rnilk
supplies within California. They were concerned with proposals to
change the state's method of Snyrnent to farners fron a contract-
based system to one enploying price incentirres to encourage
transport of ni,lk from supply to denand areas. These 5lrice incen-
tiyes were obtained frour ttre least cost transSnrtation golution.
Such a concern with price incentives is not of reLevance to the
current study, because in New Zealand dairy companies are co-
operatively owned by the dairy farmers' and aII farmers receive an
identical Snyout from their conPany (though Elayouts differ among
comgnnies). Secondly ttre current stgdy requires consideration of
nore factors than transportation. Hqwever' of interest is tbe
reg,ression analysis they carried out to determine transport costs
as a function of load, distance and other factors; this is
discussed in Sectio[ 3.4.
Kloth and Blakley (1971 ) used separable programnrlng to raininise
assernbly, processing and distribution costs for the US horne nilk
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industry (i.e. not the ilairy products industry w:ittt t{ttich we are
concerned). ltre IBI'{ Separable Programning Systeur was used to cope
with an exgnnentially decreasing per unit processing cost. Market
concentration constraints were also eurployed - that is, limits
were set on the naxirnun proPortion of each narket rrhich could be
supplied by one firm.
lhe problem to rrftrich the npdel was applied concerned the use of
trans!,ort sqbsldies and a slngle point base price system in the
US. Ttre results of t]:e nodel shorred ttrat with tlre existing
syatem, eXceSsine transport of railk leas encouragedl and some pro-
cess plants were encouraged to locate in sub-oPtinal locations
near the trrcint at which t}re base price was calculated.
("Srrb-optinal" neans with respect to lpdels in which transport
cost allowances were reduced and/or market share restrictions
relaxed. )
Ttre limitations of ttris nodel are:
(a) No account was taken of seasonal variation in rnilk supply, or
consunption. This rnay have been because the nodel was con-
cerned with liquid rnilk rather than nilk products manufac-
tUMo
(b) considerable aggregation of data (although necessary to coge
wittr the wtrole of the US).
(c) The cost of collection of milk frorn farms to the (fictlonaL)
major supply Snint was ignored. This is a crucial factor in
the nanagement of a multi-factory clairy comPany. llhis aggrre-
gation asPect is discussed later in Section 3'4'
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Ttre use of, market share constraints is not reLevant to the co-
operative New Zealand dairy Srrocessing industry. Product distri-
bution costs are less relevant a1so, as vrill be shown in Chapter
4.
Benseman (1976) constructed a Production planning trpdel for the
NZCDC using Burroughs I TEMPO tinear Progrramming and GAI'IMA natrix
generator and rePort-writer softrtare. The rcdel rePresents pro-
cessing of products and by-products and incoporates ra'l,t naterial
blending which is required for strncialised products such as baby
foods. Seasonally-varying product yields are incortrnrated. The
objective function naximises net variable revenue, wtrich includes
selling prices, variable process eosts' urilk collection and by-
product diversion costso Neither fi.xed costs noE non-Iinear pro-
cessing costs are included due to lack of data though the former
costs nay be readiLy incorporated using the TEMPO branch and bound
facilities.
The transport aspect of ttre nrodel is linited, with ttre nilk supply
being considered to originate in seven transport centres,
resulting in a total of ?0 transPort v'ariables. fhe trPdel optinri-
ses on a per day basis only: ttrere is no time stage oPtlnisation
over a whole year. In order to achieve total annual production
regu:irements, LP constraints are manually altered throughout the
planning Eeriods to ensure the reguired production. (There are 35
1Q-day planning periods in the year.) aeing a production planning
model, tlre nunrber and capacities of factories are well known prior
to running tfre LP, in comParison with ttre rmdels of orDtmler
described above.
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lltre rrcdel produces a nurnber of nanagenent-oriented reports' and
continues to be r*e1l used by the comPany for production planning.
The nodel does not pernit interactive use due to the large tine
required for matrix generation, tP solution and rePort writing.
Clark (1979) investigated ttre "efficiency with wtrich a Particular
spatial system involving a nunber of plants can be integrated
through sEracetr. The area of his study was ttre South Auckland
dairying region, including NZCDC. The updel considered inter-
factory transhiprnent of crean (the rcst yaluable nilk by-product)
using the standard transportation method.
First considering NZCDC alone it was found that reductions of 7'2*
in distance travelled could be achieved. ttris was based on known
total annual supplies and denands for cream, and therefore iginored
the seasonal rrariation in cre€rm production. Ttris was subsequently
considered by solving the transportation problen for 12 individual
months. ftre distance saving droPped to 4.4*. With regard to the
whole region the resuLts indicated a potential saving of 9.51 if
all conlnny bundaries on cream ownership were igmored.
CLarkrs work rJas concerned with analysing the existing situation
in the region, rrith ttre object of deternining the benefits of a
restructuring of corporate relationships. Conclusions from the
study were that such a restructuring was rrntikely to occur pri-
marily because the benefits of restructuring would be unevenly
divided,
Nevertheless as Chapter 8 lt'ill show, ttre trnssibiJ.ity of restruc-
turing was subsequently contemPlated by ttre regionrs dairy cout-
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panies, but only after far npre detailed analysis rmdertaken w"ith
the model developed in ttris work.
llhe srnalt difference between the actual and theoretically optinal
cream transgnrt for NZCDC is probably due to the Companyrs use of
Bensenanrs tP rodel, already described. If so then this indicates
that clifferent optina could be being prescribed by the tno lpdels.
One reason for this is tlrat Bensenanrs model included clean pro-
cessing costs and final product selling Prices wtrich gary fron
plant to plant due to qrrality variations. Ttris factor would tend
to increase transgnrtation so that the inaximum return was obtained
from ttre cE€ElBo Or the other hand, Clark modelled transPort to a
nore detailed level than Bensenan' ttrereby achiewing a ltpre
finely-tuned cream distribution. Finally, the conpany rnay hatre
chosen to deviate from ttre optimal plan for other r€Elsors.
As well as lninting to the 5ntenuial benefits of corPorate
restructuring, Clarkrs work highliqhts the need to dissaggrregate
annual commodity flows into srnaller tine periods to cope witlt the
varying milk supply. The fact that actual and theoretical
transtrnrt plans were closely allgned lnints towards the accep-
tability of using an oPtinisation technigue in the current study.
The najor ltmitation of CLarkrs work is that it fails to deal with
the mre nasslve nilk collection and nilk Processing comPonent of
the companY.
3.4
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!4i1k Tanker Scheduling
Scheduling of ttre daily tanker collection runs is a time consuming
task because the schedules have to be redone every few days due to
the changing nilk suPPIy per farn. In New Zealand the scheduling
task has hitherto been done manually, in order to take account of
bighly specific details (sueh as bridge weight llrnits and tight
turning circles at some farms restricting truck size). Recently
however, comPuter based scheduling systems have been tested with
some success (Foulds, lfham and orBrien, 1977, Roper, 1981)' fhese
have been based around the well known clarke-l{right (1964)
heuristic algorithrn. A feature of Roperrs method was the incor-
poration of some of ttre decision rules that the nanuaL schedulers
used. ltris aided the acceptance of the technique by the staff.
The advantage of the technique has been the sEeed with w?tich new
schedules are preSrared, Actual improvements to existing schedules
have been relatively srnall (but significant in terms of cost
saving) of ttre order of 5t or less in distance travelled.
One linitation of the technique is tttat it deals with collection to
one factory only, hence the need for some other method of deter-
nining the overall allocation of nilk between factories.
Approaches to solving the location problen
The location problen has been exanined from many lnints of viert.
This section begins by reviewing the infinite set and feasible set
approaches to the general problen, and discusses some of the solu-
tion techniques used. Optirnal and heurlstic solution techniques
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are also discussed, as ls the relevance of transEortation
nodelling to ttre wider probLem. lltre influence of dlstance repre-
sentation and data aggiregation on the choice of approach is con-
sidered, and a technique to estinate distances based on "ex;rected
travelllng salesnan'r dtstances is described.
Ottrer aspects considered are the relati.onship between ex;ncted and
actual distances, transEort costs and distances' and the imlnct of
raw material and final product transport asp,ects on problem for-
Bulation.
Inflnite set and feasible set approaches
Eilon, Watson-Gandy and christofides (1971 ) in reviewing the
literature distinguished bet\reen two nain approaches to the depot
location problen: the "infinite set" and the "feasible get"
approaches. Other writers (Krarup and Pruzan, 1980) have used the
terms "planar" and "netvtork'r.
Ttre infinite set approach suggests ttrat a site may be located
anyrrhere in the region of interest. Consequently it is Snssible
that an optinal site nay be indicated for an unsuitable location'
such as in a swamp, Iake or mcuntain range. AlternaLive solutions
are Snssible in multi-site selection problems, and transPort costs
nust be a monotonic (increasing) function of distance'
Eilon et al- nade significant advances
and Cooper (1964) and their "Model 6"
in solving ttre infinite set problem.
ttre work of r{ieh}e (1959)
of trnrticular relevance
on
is
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Ttre nodel takes account of:
(a) district-dependent warehousing costs with fixed costs and
returns to scale
(b) districtdependent trunking costs betvreen a factory and ttre
warehouses
(c) local distribution costs fron warehouses to custorners.
A heuristLc technique is used to detenrine the location, nunber
and size of depots trtrich minimize total costs.
A useful developnent is that ttre warehouses can be prevented from
being located in an infeasible area by asslgrning a very high
trunking cost to the area.
Eilon et al suggest the method could be applied to other cost
frurctions. It nay !g lnssible therefore to invert the direction
of flow in their mdel and consider a nodel which takes account
of:
(a) district dependent "warehouse" processing costs witfu fixed
costs and returns to scale
(b) local collection costs from farns to owarehouses"
and ignores trunking costs.
With respect to ttre dairy conPany planning Problem, the linita-
tions of titodel 6, ot a rrariatlon thereof are:
(a) failure to incorporate district-dependent collection
(distribution) costs,
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nulti-process factories(b) failure to cope
(warehouses )
(c) failure
(d) failure
naterial
year
with nulti-product'
to cope wittr by-product distribution
to cogre with tlre time-varying nature of the raw
supply, both rrithin the season' and from year to
(e) failure to talce account of existing facilities.
lltre prospect of rnodifying the rcde! therefore aPtrEars fornidable.
Ttre prine requirenent of the feasible set approach is the deter-
rnination of a finite set of sites wtrich are known to be feasible'
and for which cost data is available (Eilon et al' 19711. Costs
can be incorporated which are related to sSnciflc Eeographic loca-
tions, and trans5lort costs do not need to be a npnotonic function
of distance. Tkre rnajor linitation Of the finite set apProach is
that the set of feasible sites nay not include ttre optinal site.
There is a continulng debate a.bout vitrich approach (feasible set or
infinite set) is better. Eilon et al suggest that it is a simple
natter to exclude rrcuntains, lakes and other indesirable locations
fron the feasible set, but there stiLl renains a \rast geographic
area to be considered. consequently, a large feasible set is
available wtrich generates huge data and computing requirements.
Proltonents of ttre feasible set aPProach argue that the approximate
nature of ttre cost functions used in the infinite set approach are
a significant drawback and hence their preference for the lpre
precise information obtained from tlre feasible set approach.
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Solution techniques for ttre feasible set approach
Techniques which have been used to solve finite set Iocation
problems include ttre standard Linear prcgranming, nixed integer
prograurning and separable programning methods already mentioned in
s€ction 3.3. Network programning techniques (NP) using the out-
of-kilter (Ford and Fulj<erson, 1962) and Prinal Sinrplex optiutising
algorithurs for capacitated netrrorks are increasingly being used
due to their fast solution time compared with LP methods (Glover,
Karney & Klingrnan, 1973, Bradley, Brown & Graves, 1977). Although
less flexible than LP techniques in terms of the mdel for-
nulations wtrich can be analysed, ttreir high solution s;ned pernits
NP fornulation to be enrbodied into a more general optimisation or
heuristic framework (Sa, 1968, Florian & Robillard' 1971,
Kennington, 1976, Naussr 1978, Barr, Glover e Klingman, 1979't.
second feature of netrvorks is their Pictorial nature which aids
understanding the formulation.
Heuristic techniques generally enbody nadd", "drop" and r'swaprl
phases, (some times called "bunpn and "shift"). In an uadd" phase
a locatlon w?rich is currently set at a zero capacity is brought
into ttre set of lnssible locations and the total cost evaluated.
The location is kept in the set if the increase in process costs
is over*rhelmed by a decrease in transport costs. Otherwise, the
location is kept out of the set of locations. Such a rethod ttas
developed by Kuehn and Harnburger (1963). A "drop" phase aims to
elimlnate non-zero capacity locations ttrereby increasing transPort
coats but with a greater reduction in processing costs (Feldnan,
Lehrer and RaYr 1 965).
A
in
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Sa (1968) enPloyed both phases and included a "swap" phase which
Carries out a one-for-one exchange between a zero capacity loca-
tion and a non-zero capacity Location. Various heuristics are
used to select candidates for adding, dropping or sr,rapping (Logan
and King, 1964, Stammer 1971, Rodgers, 1974r. The disadvantages
of such techniques i.s that the gi.obal optinum is sonetines not
achieved. Another dlsadvantage is that sorne of the heuristics
apply to trnrticular types of problens and tend to lack aPPlicabl-
lity to real planning problens. The major advantage of a
heuristlc approach is ttrat a good near+ptimal solutlon can be
obtained quickly in com;nrison with oPtimisation techniques.
Techniques applied to the solution of the classical transPortation
problem with fixed charges sonetines have a w'ider application to
location problens. Balinski (1961) developed a relaxation which
obtains a better solution than if fixed costs are igmored, and
which indicates bounds for the true optimal solution' (though the
optimal solution was not obtained). This relaxation sras used sub-
seguently by Barr, Glover and Klingnan (1979) in developing an
optimal technique for solving large-scale fixed charge transpor-
tation problems. A cotubination of branch-and-bound procedures and
a Network Progranning (Nf ) algorithn is used with mrious
branching criteria being evaluated. Although the best method
employed Driebeekrs (1966) "dual pivot look ahead trnnalty" in
association with a Prirnal Sinplex NP, a simplerr but reasonably
efficient separation criterion used the deviation between actual
flow-related costs and the Balinski relaxed cost. flttis latter
nethod does not require the use of a Prina} Simplex algorithm.
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Florian and Robillard (1971) proposed a more specialised method
for dealing with a capacitated network with concave costs, finite
supplies and demands. lltre approach enployed branch-and-bound'
irnplicit enumeration of a set of external flows in the network,
and use of boundlng conditions based on Balinskits relaxation.
The method was clained to be optimal but was never implemented on
a conputer or tested.
Gray (1968) also developed a nrethod of optinally solving the
classic problern by elininating rnany of the sub-problems through
calculation of bound criteria on ttre total fixed cost allowed in
the optinal solution, and cour;raring ttris bound with the fixed cost
component of the sub-problems about to be solved. This technique
can be generalised to certain types of capacitated transhipnent
nodels, as discussed in ChaPter 5.
Erlenkotter (19?8) develop,ed a fast optirnal nrethod of solving the
uncapacitated facility location problern with fixed costs eurploying
a Lagrrangian relaxation, branch-and-bound and LP dual fornulation'
Nauss (1978) develop,ed a urethod for solving the capacitated
problem using similar techniques (but with an NP). Both
approaches are not readily generalised to the nore complex
planning problens faced by the dairy industry.
Dista4ce. transPort costs and
Krarup and Pruzan (1980) focused on the influence of distance
nodelling location problens with Snrticular reference to
rcomputational tractability' and on the quality of solutions
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obtained. ltrey indicated that to the best of ttreir knowledge no
systematic analysis had been done cmparing the "nettlork" and
'planar" approaches.
lfhe concept of data "aggiregationn was dealt with in some detail
and t[is has Snrticular relevance to the clrrrent study. llhey
noted that oit is not operationally meaningful to attenpt to
accurately measure ttre dlstance between a potential object loca-
tion and a client and that therefore it nay be accePtable to
replace direct meas,urenent (e.g. road kilometres) by sone kind of
distance netricr. 8or exampLe, in household nrbbish collection' a
nurnber of houses are visited on one trip in wtrich case, a "there
and back" distance is not appropriate, and they note that exPeri-
nental evidence (Goodchild, 1978) "indicates ttrat ttre effect of
aggrregation errors on the solutions to Gdian Sroblens, both
within a Planar and network contextr are substantial and that
solutions based uPon aqgregation data are open to extengive mani-
pulation, dependent uEon the aggregation procedures emplo!€d".
Various aggregation procedurea are outlined and strong recommen-
dation was given to the use of a "hybrid planar-network" for-
nulation to take advantage of the gnsitive features of both finite
and infinite set approaches. lthe approach involves
(a) aggregation of client denand into suitable areas
(b) assuning the derrnand emanates from a single Point within the
aggregation area
(c) calculating directly the distances betvreen aggiregate lnints
and other lnints (e.g. detrnt locations) through use of an
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appropriate distance netric (discussed later)
(d) use of an NP a].gorithn to solve the problen.
Ttre advantages for the approach are the avallabiLity of fast opti-
mising algorithns for solving network fornulations, and reduced
data collection, Srrocessing and storage. the latter is due to the
fact that i.ndividr.ral distances need not be neasured (such as from
a nap) and stored. A point not nentioned by KraruP is that of
flexibility - a new depot location can be introduced without the
need to reneasure distances - they can be recalculated from
existing co-ordinate data.
The relationship betrreen actual distance, calculated distance and
actual t:ansport costs is also an issue dealt with by many writers
(e.g. Eilon et aI 1971' Krarup et aI, 1980). In the finite set
approach, distance is usually calcul.ated fron the Cartesian co-
ordinates of the supply and demand Snints, using a Eucl-idean
(straight-line) or litanhatten (rectilinear) metric.
Krarup et aI found that the error in the objective function
resulting from selecting the wrong rnetric (Euclidean or Manhatten)
was not grreat: less t[an 1t in exp,erinents using Eilonrs data.
To cope with ttre problen of nultiple client visits 1er tripr tsto
methods are proPosed by Eilon: aggregation of the client denand
i.nto an a.srount egual to one trip load, and calsulation of exSrected,
travelling salesnan distances. This latter approach calculates
the total distance a travelling salesman would travel visiting his
clients based on: area over which ttre salesman oPeratest
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E\rclldean distances between clients and depntt atrd load factor
(cli.ents serviced Per trip). The rethod assumes an ideal
situation (square salesnanrs territory, optinal routes, straight
pathways bet'*een gnints) but provides a usefuL base for estlnating
distances travelled by milk tankers in collecting nilk from a
nuuiber of farms on one trip. llhls follows because Roper and
Foulds et al have shown how distances derlved by tanker scheduting
techniques rnatch actual Perfornance reasonably cLosely (section
3.3).
l{e now txrrn our attention to the relationship between exSncted
distances, actual cllstances and actual transgnrt costs.
A general eguation used to relate transport costs to distance is
given in Equatiofl 3.1.
Eq-uation 3.1: TranslPrt costs
4t = (a+bd')w
where t = total transport cost
a = constant
b = cost Eer unit weight (or rrolune) Per
unit distance
d = distance
f = aconstant'0 < f (=1
rr = weight (or volune) transported
In grractical use, the equation is sirnplified. Clark (section 3.3)
used (a = 0, b = 1r f = 1). In other words, the unit of transp'ort
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cost sras ttre unit of distance. Benseman used (a = 0, f = 1) with
regionally depenCent rzalues of b, calculated from historical com-
pany data. KLoth and Blakley used (f = 1 ) and values of a and b
derived by Kerchner (1967). Siebert et al carried out a
regression analysis and determined that cost Per r:nit carried was
correLated with average load 5nr fiP, distance travelled, general-
location of ttre supply points and type of transport operator
(contractor or product dlstributor). In tlreir npdel however they
subsquently simplified ttre cost function to a form similar to
Kerchner I s.
trlorris (1978), Love (1972, 1979) and Pruzan (1979) investigated
the use of the equation with (a = 0) and b and f estimated from
actuaL road data. All the strrdies indicated that use of a non-
unit rralue for f only slightly improved the cost representation.
appears that no studies have used Equation 3.1 where aII rralues
a, b and f are rrorr-Zefo.
Finally, Jacobsen and Pruzan (1978) considered the relationship
between rin-transp,ortr and rout-transgnrt' distances within the
context of location studies. They noted ttrat in agricultural
situations, the cost of the rin-transPortt of raw material is
often much greater ttran the rout-transportr of processed goodsl
which nornally have reduced weight and are easier to handle.
consequently optinal locations nay be independent of tlre cut-
transport costs. They provided a criterion r"*rich can be used to
indicate wtrether it is necessary to consider out-transPort costs,
and this is used in chapter 4 to indicate how the larger Planning
problem can be separated into a number of snaller sub-problems.
It
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Timing of investments and returns
To take account of ttre effeet of time on ttre optiural location of
new facilities various approaches have been proposed. Klein and
Kinpel (1967) adopted the finite set approach and discounted
future costs and benefits using standard rpresent worthr tech-
niques (see for example, Merret & Sykes, 1963). Maximisation of a
non-linear objective function was attenpted which included econo-
mies of scale in depot size, fixed and variable costs and capital
outlays. ltre algorithn did not gruarantee a global optinum and €or
quite small problems computer solution tines were very large
suggesting that this nethod is inappropriate in the context of an
interactive Decision Suplnrt System.
Ballou (1968) also ernployed a discounting procedure in conbination
wlth Dynanic Progranning (DP) and a static location mdel which
was solved for each year of ttre pLanning period. Ttris spdelr nas
concerned with the optinal location of just one warehouse, but the
warehouse l-ocation was able to change (at a cost) in each year.
It was only this latter feature wtrich gave rise to the need for DP
formulation, and it has no relevance to the dairy conPany
situation as the cost of relocating a dairy factory is virtual-Iy
as much as building a nelr factorY.
Adelson (1970) severely critici.sed discounting procedures arguing
for the sinpler 'payback criterion' suggesting that if a project
returns beneflts greater ttran costs in, say, a four year lEriod,
then it will tikely rank well on any other economic assessment
method. He refers, though not explicitly, to a 'product Life
cycle I model of an investrnent and states that:
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[If one accepts t]rat rprofitr is t]re reward for successful innova-
tion ttren since by definition a project is only innovatory during
its early yearsr its principal contribution to profit is going to
come during those early years - while, for exarnple, ttre product is
stlll new enough to conmand a premium Priceo In time, the econo-
mic system reacts to this profit, and it is rcompeted awayr by
other firrns introducing si.nilar products. Thus after a time, a
project can only be expected to show Inornalr returns on capital.
... it can be argued tlrat if a project does not show a profit in
its early years' it probably never wilL."
He suggests ttrat if a project genuinely does have a long lifer oll€
could nodify ttre payback criterion to consider this feature. For
e:(anple, a 125t net benefit over 5 years rather than 100t 5nyback
in 4 years. H:ls comnents are lnrhaps more aPPropriate to invest-
ments in new technology or existing technology used to Produce ne\t
products rather than standard dairy factory investments.
DCF is also criticised for failing to deal adeguately w'ith events
which are uncertain. lltre two nain approaches to tttis Srroblen are
the use of sensitivity analysis and nethods rchich probabilise the
calculations. (Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheriesr 19771'
Figure 3,1 highlights ttre issue of rrariability (Adelson, 1971).
It shows project A lrith a high mean exPected NPV, but with wide
variabiiity including the gnssibiLity of loss. Project B shows
the converse: a lower mean expected NPV' and lower variability.
The project that would be selected depends on the trade-off bet-
ween risk and return. A large, diversified company could stand
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the risk of project A; a srnall comPany rnight not be able to
sustain the lnssibility of a loss, and would thereby choose B.
Techniques are available to deal with probabiLising of costs and
benefits (Ministry of Agrriculture and Fisheries' 1977') but Frost
(1975) commented that although ttre probabilisinq of calculations
has ttreoretical attractions, his experience \tas ttrat the method is
unworkable, due to ttre difficulty of attaching probabilities to
forecastg, and tlre extreme difficulty of understanding the
E€sUIt3.
tleidan (t978 ) surveying the use of guantitatlve techniques in
r{arehouse location concluded in a similar manner:
"a relatively rrnsophisLicated npdel where rcre flexbility, control
and judgement can be applieil is o.. requiredrr.
He suggested a nrethod combining simulation, sensitivity analysis
and local optimization techniques (i.€. optirnization of a p;rrt of
the wtrole system).
Corporate planninq models and location studies
@nera1 corE,orate planning updels are also used to aid in location
type problens. often they are used to sinulate the effect of a
new facility on the wtrole operation of tire com5lany' although oPti-
nization techniques 11ray be enrbodied in the overall analytical pro-
cedure.
Glover, Jones, Karney, Klingnan and Mote ( 1979) described an
integrated production, distribution and inventory model for the
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Agrico Chenlcal Company. Ttre npdel encomPassed four production
plants, 78 distribution centres 21000 clients and four nodes of
prduct transport. Because the sales of product ttere highly
seasonal (sinilar to the New Zealand tdlk Elroduction Profile'
Figrure 2.1) the planning year rras dlvided into 12 nonths. llhe
model was used for both short and long-term planning. For the
latter, a \rery fast slncially-developed urixer-integer LP with
ernbedded network formulation was 11s€dr known as PNET/LP. To take
account of inventory reguirements oPtimization of the 12 month
period as a vttrole was achieved ttrrough a network formulation !Ee-
viously used by KLingnan, Randolph and Fuller (1976) in their cot-
ton ginning problem.
product revenues rdere not incorporated into tlre rnodel, though this
is not Li,kely to prove very difficult.
A netlrork based rcdel was chosten because of the avail-ability of
fast algorithurs to cope rrith large problens, and secondly, because
the pictoral nature of the network facilitated good conmunication
w1th non-specialists. llhis approach had considerable relevance to
the current work although tlre npdel structure is somewhat ilif-
ferent.
Bender, Northup and Shapiro (1981 ) described the application of
LOGS to planning problems in the International Paper Company. lfhe
model is network-based ln concept, and allows the user to sPecify
what aspect and Level of tfte company|s operations is to be ana-
lysed. Data is automatically aggregated depending on the level of
anal.ysis. lftle model uses a standard mixed integer LP, rather than
3.7
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the network progranming algorithns described by Glover et aI. l[he
tirning and phasing of caPital expansion programs ig not con-
sidered. Instead, the nrodel is desigmed to provide a means of
exploring "what if" questions.
Design of, interactive systens and the display of results
In the studies previously described, little or no attention has
been traid to ttre design of interactlve mdelling systens fron ttre
viewlnint of ttre user, and this is a rnatter dealt w'ith in Chapter
6. llhis asgect of design draws necessarily uSnn the field of
ergononics, (See for exarnple' Sudth and t{akeley, 19721 These
studies are usually related to the desigm of instrumentation
panels for aircraftr;nwer stations and the like, but there are
Iessons to be learnt in providing a computer-based modeL which is
user-oriented, and seeks to 6ininise hunan errors ln data entry
and result interPretation.
For novel and effective nethods for presenting data, Dickinson
(19771 is a helpful source, describing a wide range of graphic'
mapping and charting technigues. siebert, Blakley et al and
Feldnan et al took minor advantage of tlrese technlques. For
exanple, all non-zero product flows fron sources to destlnations
were drawn on a maP by these regearchers. Clark advanced this
technique by ignoring relatively srnall flows and drawing the
thickness of flow lines proSnrtional to the qr:antity of flow.
this aids in data interpretation by concentrating on the rpre
important asPects of tlre solution. No work on direct computer
generation of such graphic results was done.
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Software for conputer graphics has existed since the nid 1960s,
though cost of hardware has tended to limit its application to
Iarge organisations, tlrpically those involved in engineering
desigm work, and based around the larger conPuters then available
(Rodgers and Adams, 1976, Neltman & Sproull' 1973)' In New
Zealandr special purpose software has been available for some
yearsr sucS as ttre SYMAP progran for producing shading maps and
isoline ffrps, and rrery recently, the SAS/GRAPH (1981 ) language for
business charts and napping. Until recently, PIOT-10 (Tektronix,
19ZG) was tlre only w'idely availabile general purpose sof tware in
New Zealand. Ttris softrare allows complete flexibility in the
design of ttre graphic applications, but requires special PurPose
graphics hardware. Since 1979 relatively inexpensive microcom-
puters equipped with general purpose grraphics software have become
available, and this has facilitated the wider adoption of computer
graphics technology, as demonstrated in this study'
3.8 Conclusions
This ctrapter has surveyed the use of various comPany location and
transportation nodels and related then to the dairy companyrs
requirements. No tpdel was found which adequately covered a}l the
technical relationships faced by the conpany with regard to
supply, transport, processing, seasonal rrariation and investrnent
timing. One of t|e tmst Iikely model candidates, Bensemanrs dairy
production planning tP, was limited in its transPoration aspect
and tlre conPuter time reguired for solution.
Transport costs within ttre dairy industry were of concern to many
autlrors, and it was found that nodelling studies by Roper and
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Clark have fairly accurately reflected actual trans5rort activi-
ties. ltre need to develop a model which covers adeguately the
transport asPect sugfgests tlre use of the "hybrid planar network"
approach, of Krarup and Pruzan, employing Eilonrs exPected tra-
velling salesman distance formula as the appropriate distance
n€tric. Ttre hybrid approach also enables a high degree of flexi-
bility in expanding or modifying ttre base nodel, and this is seen
as a distinct advantage.
The finding by Scott-Morton that successful application of a nodel
is facilitated by a clearly identified and well-tnrderstood con-
ponent of the planning model confirms the suggestion by l'leidan to
use a mdel incorporating local optimization w:lthin a sinulation
franework. Vtith the comments by Gass on rnodel validation' this
experience !,oints to ttre idea of integrating a set of essentially
standard well-known and reLiable techniques rather ttran the
creation of an entirely new mathenatical formulation'
The requirement that the rrodel deveLoped should be useful in eva-
luating a w-ide range of planning problens suggested the use of
Decision Support Systen coDCepts. These in turn led to the need
for an interactive conputer system. Netltork programming tech-
niques were therefore chosen as hing aPProPriate for rcdelling in
detail the companyrs transportation and Processing operations
whilst at the same time providing a high solution s5ned. The
flexibility of tlre NP structure in terms of the ability to be
incorporated readily into a more general model framework (e.9. a
heuristic procedure for fixed costs) was an additional favourable
feature.
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Despite the large quantities of, data produced and consuneil by the
planning models described, only t|e work of Clark nanaged to pro-
vide effective nethods of result presentation. E\ten so tlris was
achieved nanually, for a one-off shrdy.
In accordance w:lth ttre DSS philoeophy automated generatJ-on of
graphic results is seen as a wo:ithwtrile neans of enhancing the
nodel re application in a conElany environment by iurproving tlre
infornation (rather tJran the data) outPut of ttre mdel.
Ihe next three chaPters deecribe the nodeL develoEpd for ttre NZDC'
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CHAPTER 4
MATHEMATICAI, AND LOGICAL A.SPECTS OF TFE PLAIINING MODEL
4.1 Introduction
l1Sis chapter begins the description of the planning tmdel deve-
Loped for the NZCDC. First an overview of the data regrrirenents
and data processing steps ln ttre scdel are given. Ihese data pro-
cessing steps include both clata aggregation and optinisation.
The nathenatlcal and logieal conponents of tlre mdel are described
which centre arotrnd tlre lfETPLAt{ nilk collection and processing
nodel. Further iletail Is provided about ttre methods of data
aggregation, and finallyr the najor assrrmptions regarding bypro-
duct dislnsal are explored and justified.
Chapter 5 discusses tfie issue of fixed costs and investment
tin:ingr Utrilst Chapters 5 and 7 describe the technical and
Declslon Support Systen as;ncts of tbe npdel'
4.2 Overview of the Model
Flgure 4.1 provides a general picture of the data requirements and
data trrrocessing steps in the rcdel. Ttre figure shotrg tlre raw
da!a, data processing steps and intermediate data setE containing
aggregated data or solutions. To tfte lower right are shown t]re
planning reports and grraphs Sroduced by ttre rmdel at various
steps.
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Tttre key conponent of the dairy conpany planning model Is the
NETPLAN mitk Srocessing sr:bsrodel. This network-based subnodel
optiurises the colLection of urilk from supply netcells (described
Iater) to factories, and allocation of rnilk to different pro-
cesses for a selected month. Various constraints are inposed:
(a) A11 nilk supplied nust be collected and processed'
(b) Factory and process caPacities cannot be e:<ceeded'
(c) Total product requi.rements must be achiened'
It is also lnssible to specify factory and process mininum capaci-
ties.
A netcell rePresents the aggregation of a nunber of farms' supply'
aggregation is described in sectiofl 4.4.and the procedure for
All data for the model are expressed on a Per day basis: tfte
rnodel therefore provides a snapshot of a dayts operation. Data
was obtained for the average day in each rnonth and the 12 nonthly
solutions derived are multiplied by the nunber of operating days
in each npnth and surnned to give a yearrs totaL. This procedure
is carried out by the NETAG (Network Aggregation) eubnodel.
The NETPLAN model optlnises the flow of niLk, suJrject to the
constraints described in such a way as to either:
(a) Minimise total varlable transPort urilk collection costsr
(b) Minimise rrariable processing costs and transrprt costs.
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(c) Maxiuise net variable revenue (Product revenue less process
and transport costs).
A variant of tlre rcdel, NETPLAN/FIXED has tJlre additional capabi-
lity of nininising fixed costs; tlris will be discussed ln Chapter
5.
Each rdlk factory hae a different input minimum and maxiutum capa-
city and one or rpre processes wtrich convert the rnilk into one or
nore prducts and byproducts. Ttre yields and Prices of trroducts
vary fro6 factory to faetory. (Yietds are exPressed in r:nits of
product nade per unlt of nilk processed.) Process costs are
measured as a \ta.riable cost Per unit of iEoduct rnade.
Each blproduct is assigmed a disposal cost or \ralue, P€f unit pro-
duced. ltre byproduct yalue is calculated fron the net return
generated by spJrsequent Processing of the blproduct. However, the
NgfPLAl{ nilk nodel itself does not detern:ine how ttris processing
should be done, and this is one Liilitation of this nodel. The
justification of this approach is given in section 4'5'
Transport costs fron netcell to factory are determined from
distance seeds (see below), Ioad factors and a cost EEr kilonetre
travelled. These last two itens do not vary from cell to celL.
Instead grouPs of cells forn a transPort region and the factors
are gi\ten for the transPort region as s*role. The distance seedsl
comprise tvro figures for each cell to factory arc, and are deter-
nined frour tlre individual farm location co-ordinates, and the cell
area in the nanner described in section 4.3 and Aplnndix 1 ' This
)lt
procedure is carried out by the ETSCAT sub-nodel (Expeeted
Travel-ling Salesman Distance Caleulator).
In !1any situations the actual roading systen is such that nilk
from a cell will pass by a nearby factory on its way to one or
Bore d:istant factories. In this case it is unnecessary to measure
the cell to distant factory distance. Instead onl-y the distance
to ttre closer factory is neasured followed by measurement of the
inter-factory distance. ltte inter-factory network of dlstances,
which represente ttre actual roading systemr are referred to as the
set of inter-factory diversion €lfcsr
One advantage of this formul,atlon is ttrat the total nuhber of
distance arcs which must be neasured is reduced considerably. For
e:{ampIe, in the NzcDc NETPIAN nilk rnodel, ttrere are 176 suPPly
cells and 14 factories. If every cell was ltnked to every fac-
tory, a total of 2464 distances would be needed. When 89 diver-
sion arcs were used, just 448 collection arcsl were tequired, a
total of 537 in aII.
this reduction in arcs not only reduces the golution tine required
for optinising the nodel, but also sirnplifies the task of uSdating
the npdel if a new cell or factory nust be added. Solutions to the
Eodel also tend to be slnpler to interpret.
Figure 4.2 shows ttre collection transport neutork defined for the
NZCDC rnilk model and Figiure 4.3 shows tlre diversion network for
the sane npd€l. In the latter, note that not all factories are
connected dlrectly to one another - tlris again represents the
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reality of the roading networkr to travel fron Reporoa to Waharoar
the road must be followed via Tirau.
The NETAG nodel generatee the net rrariable revenue for a yearrs
operation of a particular Planning strategy. Annual fixed costs
are also added at ttris stage to give a total operating cost for
the year.
When a rcre exact result is required, the NEIPIAN and NETAG models
are used with data forecasts for other years over the planning
horizon. A discounted cash flow is used to compare these results
with those of a different location strategy. Investment costs are
algo included at tttis stage.
Ebcause tbe NETPLAI.I rnodel oPtinizes for individual days rather
than for the year as a vthole, sgboptinal solutions could result
when total annual Product regulrements nust be rlet. For long-
range planning ttris was not considered to be a serious problem
because setting annual product denands reduces profitability by
enforcing a Iess optinral transport and processing solution.
Instead, long run estimates of product prices should be used which
reflect narket considerations.
However, the company required the mdel to have a capabiliQr for
achiewing slncified product denands to enable other planning stu-
dies to be done, and to comPare tlre rpdel with other procedures'
In trnrticular, tlre capability is necessary wtren cost ninirnization
(rather than Srrofit maximlzation) studies are being carried out -
the least cost products nay have low demand'
4.3
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The problem of sharing annual product demands to inilividual unnths
is not too difficult wtren capacity is limited (as is the case in
short-term production plannitg). At the milk flush, there is
generally no sElare capacity, so no product constraints can be set.
Ttris indicates ttrat the product constaints can only be inposed
effectively in tlre excess capacity months of February tlrrough
August (see Figure 4.4). Ttle production in April through July is
also so snall that changes in ttre rcnthly product conetraints
would have virtually no effect on tlre yearrs trnroduction. This
leaves just three spnths availabl-e in utrich product constraints
can be set: August, February and March. lfhus the problen of
achieving daily product requirenents is much reduced' In factr
the NETAG nrodel has been desigmed so ttrat results from a nunber of
separate NETPLAII nonthly runs can be combined easily, ttrereby
allorinq the user to quickly deternine preferred production
constraints for the encess-capacity months.
Ttre Mathematical Fornulation
llhe basic network structure of the rrcdel' as pictorially rePre-
sented in FigUre 4.5 is nathenaticaLly defined in Equation 4.1.
The return arc is necessary for the probleur to be solved using the
Out-of-KiLter Network Progrrarnnring algorithn, and ttrerefore (ai =
o) for atl i. That ls all flow into a node must equal flow out of
the node.
The network is divided lnto the seven phases (or stages) shown in
Table 4.1. The phase (Roman nuneral) will be used as a
superscript in the following for convenience of discussion.
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Equation 4.1: itated Minimum
st Flow Network
Minimize
cv= E c. . x.
- -ij "ij
(i,j) e A
Subject to
a) Conservation of flow at node i
[*ij E*ji = 
"i,iEN(i,j) e A (j,i) e A
b) Capacity eonstraints
lij <= xij
Where
along arc ij
<= uij, (i,j) s A
Cv = total minimum variable cost
N = the set of nodes
A = the set of arcs
i = anode
ij = an arc directed from node i to node j
x=.: = units of fLow along arc i jrl
.ij = minimum allowed flow al-ong arc ij
u:.r = maximum allowed flow along arc i jL)
1* * = cost per unit of flow along arc ijLJ
a, = units of flow demand at node i (a negative arL indicates supply) r-
60.
aable 4.'l : Network Phases
Phase Description
I€n naterial supply
Cell to factory collection
Factory to factorY diversion
Factory input handling
Process allocation
Global product demands
I
II
III
IV
v
VI
In ttre raw material supply phase I, there is no cost of supply'
and tfie lower and upSnr arc flow constraints eqr:al the flow
available at the NETPLAN cell. lltris gives rise to Equation 4.2.
In the ceLl to factory collection phase II, the arcs are
unconstrained. (The uplnr arc constraint could be set equal to
the source node supply but ttris was found to have no effect on
solution time). The transPort cost;nr kilolitre of nilk fron
cel! to factory is calculated Prior to the netrorkrs solution
using Equation 4.3. The equation assunes that we know the totaL
distance ttrat would be travelled by a tanker if all the supply
from the ceII was sent from cell i to factory j. The total cost of
collection fron the cell is found by srultiplying distance by cost
per kilometre. A cost Inr kilolitre collected is obtained by
dividing by the cellrs supply. Although the lpst sinple urethod of
predicting total cost from distance is used here it will be noted
that any of the rpre comPlex functions described by Equation 3.1
could have been used without affecting the network formulation.
60(a) 60 (a)
Equation 4.22 Phase I (Raw Material Supply)
"ij = o, (i,j) e AI
trj = rij = =j, (i,j) e Ar
where
i = 1=supersourcenode
sj = cell supply from ceI1 ), j e sl
s = the set of supply cells
6o(b) 60 (b)
Equatlon 4.3i PFaFe [.I (g,eJL tq, faet.Pqv caixec$on)
1.1j = o. (i, j) e Arr
otj = oo (i'j) e arr
oij ,= t' dij \
si
whe.r€ i = eell supply noder i e s
j = f,aetory de,etinat.ion node, j E F
t- = colLectsion transport, cost p-e-.r kilonretr€t travelled in transgort region r
Ei = ee1I suPPl]n from eell i.
d.,.. = total distance that would be travelledrJ if al! tlre cell suppl11 sl was transported
ro,EEtory i
F' ,= t-he set of factorii,es
This
work
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because calculation of Cii is carried out before the net-
solved.
The total distance dii is calculated in Equations 4.4 and 4.5
which are a specially modified forn of Eilon' Watson-Gandy and
Christofides (19?1) rnethod for predicting the distance of a tra-
velling salesnanrs trip. ftre nodification enbodies the concept of
a rbridging point' and rbridging distancer between the netcell and
factory (Figure A1.1, Apgnndix't) so as to inprove the match bet-
ween predicted distance and actual distance. These equations are
e:rplained further in Appendix 1 which also demonstrates the
superiority of the method conSnred with the Centre of Gravity
distance estination method. Ttre completed distance netltork was
verified by comparison w'ith actual total colrPany distances tra-
velled. A high correlation (:2 = 98.8t) was found. (Appendix 'l).
In the factory to factory &iversion phase III, the arcs are again
unconstrained. The transPort cost per kilolitre of miLk carried
between the factories is calculated in Equation 4.6. It should be
noted that the nilk tanker does not generally stop at the first
factory after conpleting phase II, but rather just Snsses by the
factory, along the actual roading network. A company-wide rnean
tanker load carried (k) is used rather than a figure varylng fron
transltort region to transport region because dlversion transPort
can pass from one region to another. Also milk rnay be rediverted
from the first destination j to another factory further along the
diversion netlvork. For the same reasong, the diverslon transport
cost does not vary from region to region.
1S
IS
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Equation 4.4: Tqt:al D!.gtafrce q-f- a TraveJ.ling $alesrnan
where
L**, B** = ''(li'stange seedg' f,or
't'J r'J cer].l L to faeto.rlr j.(See Eguation 4.5)
= load facton for transportIor region r, me.ati nunber of fal$g
nislted per tat*er trii,P'
utJ = 1i +"ij
dE
61(b) 61 (b)
Equati"on 4.52 Distagst€ geeds
"iJ = 2tibfj+1,7zLt
?,,. = S,um of, EucLidean distanceE fron allr'K farme in supply seil i to a bri'dglngpoint k in or near cell i
ti = total nusiber of f,ar:ns Ln celI i
%: = bridging distance. llhe one-wayaetual road digtance from brtdgingpoint k to factory j in kilometreE
and
"ij = 1.o3stl*"|
where
where
P.! = area over whieh the fams in cell ir are scattered, in square kilonetree
51(c) 6t (e)
Eqfuati,on a.g, P,b4E€ Llr (ryacrcty'-gagtr!]rry DiveTglgnJ
tr, = or (i'j) e Arrr
otj = oo, (i,j) e AtrrI
"ij = 2tbii- 
-
w,}tre
i = ogigin faetory
j = de's.tination factorXr
t = dinersion t:canspoft cost per kilometre
b., = one-ltay actual road, diEtance betlteenrJ factory i and factory i, kilometres
k = nean eo,mPany taRker load carried,kiiolitres
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The factory input handling phase IV simply specifies the naximum
nilk flow that can be handled by ttre factory. In additlon, mini-
mum reqqired flows can be specified (Eqr:ation 4.71. A general
input handling cost Per kilolitre of milk could be sgncified but
in practice this facility was not rs€d.
This phase couLd be eliminated from the netrrork formulation.
However its inclusion is necessary for the inclusion of fixed fac-
tory processing costs (Chapter 5). lltre computer Erogranning is
also sioplified for tasks such as closing a factory' or deter-
nining fron ttre neBtork solution tlre factoryrs total actual input
f low.
The process allocation phase V determines by which Process the
urilk input should be processed. Ttri.s ls done on the basis of pro-
cess ninimum and maxinum capacities, tlre net cost Eer kilolitre of
nilk derived from Process costs, Product pricesr byproduct values
and product yields, as shol{n in Equatior 4.9. lltre destLnation
node in this Phase is the supersource node except wtren the product
or byproducts of tlre Srrocess are sgbject to a global production
constral,nt, in which case the milk fLows into Phase vI. In this
phase, al-1 process arcs wtrich nake the sane Product are cornbined
together at the global product node. The constraints on the arc
enanating from thiE node are set so as to ensiure that the collec-
tive flow tlrrough the processes et'ill give rise to the reqlrired
total conPany Production of ttre product (skim rnilk trnwder' cheese,
or casein) (equation 4.9).
It is trlossible to set simultaneous global constraints on different
products v*ren they are nade by separate processes, though this is
52(a) 62 (a)
Equation 4.'1 z
where
a
j
ti
ui
rrj
oij
"ij
=li
= lr1
=O
= faetortrl input node
= proeess or.igin node at factorY i
= minirnrm required flow at factory i tItiL,olitres
= rnaximum al,lowed flow at f,actorar i,kilolitres
62(b) 62 (b)
where
Equation 4.g: Phase V (Process Alloc?tion)
tij = rir
oij = uit
"ij = 9ir Yrit - t *nit YpifP=IrP
i = proceEs node i at a factory f
j = suPersource nod,e or globa1 product
demand node
tr,r = minimum required flow at Process i,r' kilolitres
Ire = maxirnum allowed flow at process i,rr kilolitres
0.. = process cost at process i, cents perr! rrnit of product
Y-. 
= = 
yield of product (when p=1) orPar Lyproauct (when p>1) ger kitolitre
of nilk
!r-:. = factory gate selling price in cenisPrr per unit of product (when P=1). Factorygate net value of byprod.uct (when p>I)
62(c) 62 (c)
Eguation 4.9: Phage VI : (Global Product=i.qp)
rrj e
oij 3:
uij=o
lrhef,e
:i, = proceas atr,loe.ation node
J = suPersink
,b
"B
3Es
"p
9pl = mininun quantitlr' of Productp requlred by colnpany as a tuhoLe rin produet units
= ma*imurn quantity' of product
.P required b1t cotrIlany
Y- = yield of product P in trnits of,Y product per kilolitr'e
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not shown in Figure 4.5.
Product Yields
Er1:ation 4.9 assumes tlrat ttre groduct yield i= @ from pro-
cesg to ptoc€sso Ttris is generally not true. For this reason it
was necessary to eurploy an iterative procedure rftrich is sunmarised
in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2r Iteration procedure for global Product denands
Step Action
1 Calculate nean conPany yield of product
2 Establish phase vI arc constraints using Equation 4.9
3 Solve network
4 Calculate actual production of Sroduct usLng Process flows
and Product YieLds
5 Test tetmination criterla.
6 If ternination criteria are not satisfiedr r€-
estimate comE)any yield and go to step 2.
7 Otlrenrise end.
Ihe iteration Erocedure is carried out \t€ry rapldly because each
tiure the network is solved (step 3) the grevious netr'rork solution
ls used as a starting basis. The termination conditions are:
(a) lfhe comp,any yield used in Eqr:ation 4.9 nust be sinilar to the
resultlng average conPany yield derived from the netrrorkrs
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solution.
(b) The total resulting yield of product must be nithin the
required congtraints.
Further details of ttre iteration Srrocedure are gr"iven in
ApSnndix 2.
A further assumption is that the qr:ality of nilk fronr all cells in
a given Snriod is identical with respect to fat, protein' other
sol,ids and water. In fact the qr:ality of nitk garies slightly
from supply region to region due to climatlc rrariations. At a
factory ttre yield of product and byproduct from the rrilk nay not
achieve the ttreoretical yields predicted from ttre inconing nilk'E
conposition. Reasons for this include differences in process con-
nersion rate efficiencles due to tlre wide age range of the teclr-
nology. Ttrus tvo factories provided with identlcal nilk quality
will produce different anounts of product. It was decided to
assume yields for each individual factory calculated on the basis
of ttrat factory receiving nilk fron its local supply region. Ettis
tends to reflect reality in the 5nak flow nonths (when the problem
is virtually a transport nininisation) but Less so in the offSnak
months v*ren targe nilk diverston could occur, in restrnnse to dif.-
ferential net revenues obtained fron ttre nilkrs processing.
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Total AnnuaL Cost
The previous dlscussion has been based around the formulation for
a single Snriod. In fact, t?re following Snraneters rrary fron
nonth to nronth due to seasonal changes:
s CeIl suPPlY
E Ioad factorr farns visited Per tanker trip
d total cell to factory distance (calculated fron Er
Eqr:ation 4.4)
k mean tanker load carried
y Yteld of Product or byProduct
Ttre NETAG model carries out the siurple arittruretic task of
nultiplying ttre individual daiLy roinimum rrariabLe costs (obtalned
by Eguation 4.1 ) by the nunrlcer of operating days in the mnth
represented. Annual flxed operating costs for each factory are
added rrnl-ess tlre factory Erocessed no milk at any lnriod during
the year. See Equation 4.1O.
Pre-soLution Feasibili t.j' checks
Ittre Out-of-Kilter algorithur enployed to solve the network eitlrer
returns tlre optinal solution or is infeasible for one of nany
reaaons. It is helpfuL to be informed of thege reasons and so
pre-solution feasibllity checks are carried out. llhese are:
(a) Tota} maximum processing and factory eapacity greater than or
equal to suPPIY.
or(a) G5 (a)
Eguation 4.10: Anngal. Go:g! Agg,regation
Fc = rc[er, + rcJvi
n=1rl2 j e F
wherie
C = total anlrual cost
c[ = varl'rable cost for Period n
qln = oPerating daY:e in Period ,n
al = annual f,ixe,tl gost of operatLonr for factory j
Y = owhel F --rvo olr,rz*iln = o
1 ottterwise. (.gee Equat-ion 4 -Tl
F = ttte Eet of factories
(b)
(c)
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Total supply greater than or equal to total miniurun factory'
process or product regulrements.
For each globaL product constraint, ttre total rnaxinum amount
of product that can be nade must be greater tlran or equal to
the mininun amount of product required.
1lhese checks are easily Erogrranned and carrled out beeause of ttre
nanner ln wtrich the network is fornulated as a series of phases.
Other causes of infeasibility arer
(a) A supply cell is not connected to any factory at all'
(b) Diversion road network does not allow eomplete freedon for
supply to travel to any factory and local suPPly is too gEeat
for local (undiverted) caPacit'y to handle.
(c ) Certain cobinations of ntniururn Process or factory capacities
and global product constraints. For example, the sflnimum
process capacities at all cheese factories nay be set greatef
than zero whilst global product denand for cheese is set to
2@tO.
Caees (a) and (b) are dealt wlth in the initial mdel building
phase. case (c) is Snrticularly difficuLt to detennine but
extrrerience has slrown that if the user is alert to tlris possibi-
lity, he is soon able to locate the cause of infeaslbility.
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lbdel. Size and Structural Paraneters
ltre size of the network uodelr in terms of arcs and, nodes is an
ingnrtant consideration so far as computer solution ti.me and com-
puter memory are concerned. The size can be calculated fron just
slx rstnrctural ;nrauetersr' as shown in Table 4.3. For the NZCDC
milk nodel:
NCELTS = 176
NCOLTDqTIONARCS = 449
NDMRSIONARCS = 89
NFACTORIES = t4
UAXPROCESSES = 5
NPRODCYPES = I
From this data, ttre rcdel has 8O6 arcs .rnd 214 nodes. l{axinum
solution tine for this nodel was 6.5 seconds (Central' Processing
Un|t time) on an IBl.l 3033' f,or a single period. Solution tineE
are reduced when a previous solution flow basie is used to start
ttre optinization for sr:bseqr:ent ;nriods.
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table 4.3r Network ltlodel Si.ze
Network Phase Arcs Incurred Nodes Incurred
I Supply NCELI^9 !rcELLS
II CoLlection I|CO&LECTIOIIARCS
IXI Diversion ![DrvERSIONARCS
r\/ Factory lnput IIFACIORIES 2*NFACTORIES
V Procegs allocatLon UAXPROCESSES*
NPACTORIES
VI Global productlon NPROUIIPES IIPRODTYPES
2
- 
Return arc
where:
NCEI,Ifi = totat nunber of supply cells
NCOLLECTIONARCS = total nunber of cell to fastory
collection translnrt arcs
NDMRSIONARCS = total nunber of inter-factory diver-
sion areg
NFACICIRIES = total nunber of factories
MAXPROCESSES = total nunber of grocesses 5nr fac-
tory (naxinum)
NPRODTYPES = number of different tySns of Srro-
ducts and bYProducts
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A few other structural Snraneters are required to cornplete the
model and these are:
MAXPRODIJCT$ = naximum nunber of products nade by any
NREGIONS
NPERIODS
one Process
= nunber of, transPort regions
= total nunber of Snriods
For tlre NZCDC nodel, these take the rralues 3, 3 and 12 respec-
tively.
Network Building
Great flexlbitity and reliability in the initial construction and
subsequent upr:tating of ttre mdelrs data is achieved by the design
of the network as a series of phases, and tlre euploy4ent of struc-
tural Snraneters. lttrese trro features ;nrmit the data to be pre-
sented to ttre nrodel using only relative node numbers within each
phase. Network building eguations conbine the structural lxrrane-
ters and relative node numbers to produce ttre network flotr for-
nulation in terns of absolute node nunbers required by the
Ort-of-Kilter algorithn. The netrwork building eqr:ations are given
in Tab1es 4.4 and 4.5.
7'O.
For snnpf€ if a collgctlon distance are (Pha-ie II) is sEeotfled
fron a cell. wl,tb relative node nu[ber I to faetoqr wittr relative
nodr nu&er J ttr€n the absolute node ltaLuec ilf63
ir=PII*l-1
j6=NIff*rrl
If this ls ttle nth arc €I,eclfled tn phase IX tt!€rf the abgolute a€e
Euffier ll';
n".AII*n-1
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tfable 4.4h S'
aF€, Abdo$rte llodle Nudber
XI,
III
rv
v
v[
rsuEbrelitk
ilot€!
| (euEersgtrree)
2'
flIX + NCE[..I€
gErI
uff + NFAC1[98IW
uv + 1IfACTSEIBS
xW + NPROIXNTPES
lbrta:bts.
NI
NIr
11II,E
prv
Nv
sfit,
traa*
(a) gource nodeE for th dl.rtets-f,on llhgse are Lde.riltlesX
to, t&A faotoif'? inPut 161!st
Ihe sugnrginle startlng node ls equal to tlrc total
nrmber ,of nodes trn tlte sQtnlof,&.
(b)
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Table 4.5: Starting Arcs bY Phase
Phase Absolute Arc Nunber
II
III
IV
v
VI
1
lr + NcsL[s
err + NcoLLEcrroNARcs
arrr a NDrvERsroNARcs
Arv + NFASToRTES
eV + U.A:eROCESSESTNFACTORIES
Variable
AI
AII
AIII
AIV
aV
AVI
SrmaXReturn Arc AVI + NPRODTYPES
Note: Ttre return arc is equal to the naximun nunber of arcs in
tlre netrrork.
4.4 Supply Aggregation
The fgndamental unit of nitk supply is ttre f,arn. However lt is
necessary to aggnegate the farms into a larger suPPly trnit because
more than one farn is collected on a single trip by a milk tanker.
The farms were aggtegated into NETPLAN nodel cells (netcells) on
the basLs of: number of farns; topographical featurest and choice
as to how many factorles the supply could be sent. Figiure 4.5
shows tlre location of each netcell for the mdel.
Por the purpose of generating suppty projections, (using the
SUPGEN program) nine supply regions li,ere formed which comprise
72(a)
72 (a)
Fig. 4.6 NZCDC Location of Net Cells
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cells with sinrilar montlrly nilk production profiles and annual
growth rates. Tttis eLininated the need for individual profiles
for each cell and enables changes to supply Srojections to be
carried out nore easilY.
Additiona]Iy, three tJansport regions rdere seE, up each of lftich
conprlsed cell-s having similar transltort characterlsticsr such as
cost ;nr kilonetre, and tanker load size.
The actual utilised tanker capacity varies fron upnth to ncnth.
In ApriL, for example, supply ;nr farn is so snall that theoreti-
cal1y ttre milk fron 41.5 farms could be collected on one tripr
comgnred with five farms 5nr trip in October' Table 4.6 presents
typical data, In October, tanker eapacity lirnits ttre number of
farms that may be visited. In APriI, the practical difficulty of
the schedullng task required to achieve the theoretical nurnber of
visits means that a smaller tanker utilisation is achieved. Also,
although naximun utilisation is desirable in October' tn order to
sriniraise tfie nunber of tankers and drivers, tftis is not so
necessary in tlre off-peak lnriods (the tarikers are o*ned by the
company). Itre duration of Ltre colleetion rln is im;nrtant in the
off-peak periods, fot nrilk quality reasons and the need for fac-
tories to receirre supply early on in the day. A tanker nrn to 40
or nore farms would take too long.
The inlnct of t[ese features is that the cost per kilolitre of
rnilk carried increases Ln the Snriods away from the Peak, and so
must be recalculated each period using Egr:ations 4.3 and 4.4.
Table 4.6r Tanker Loadings by Month
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Theoretical Farns t Tanker
Visited per Trip Utilisati-on
!{onth * of Maximun
Farn Supply
october 1O0
Sebruary 52
August 45
April 12
Note: Data refers to
Actual Farns
Visited gnr
{?ip
5
7
7.5
12
5
9.6
1l.l
41 .5
100
73
68
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tanker with naximum capacity of 9.5 k1.
4.5 Byproduct Processing
llhe relationship between the rin-transtrnrtr of raw materlal and
ttre rout-transport' of processed goods on the oPtimal site Loca-
tion was discussed in sectlon 3.4. Cream is one of tlre mre
inportant groducts of a dairy factory because it accounts for one-
half of tlre congnnyrs revenue after srrbsequent lEocessing (see
Figure 2.2r. lttre Jacobsen-Pruzan location criterion (r) was
calculated using Equation 4.11 with tlre following typical company
data:
74(a) 74 (a)
Equation 4.11: ilacolsen-Pruzan'location
where
t=
to *o to
ti ti 
"i
r = ilacobsen-Pruzan location criterion
t- = out-transport costs per unit weighto per unit histance
w_ = weight of out-transPort sent too maj5r demand client
ao = out-transport distance correcti-on factor
tr = in-transport costs per unit weight4 per unit distance
tilr = weight of ln-transPort from! neighbourhood supplier-clients
ci = in-transport distance correction factor
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to/El = 0.7212 (based on nilk tanker average loading of
60r)
Co/Ct 
= 1
Wo/l{t 
= 0.049 (the crean conponent of nilk)
The resulting value of r = 0.035 is far below ttre srrt off cri-
terion of 0.25 fron which lt is conc}uded that the subseguent
distrlbution of cre.rn will have no affect on the optinal location
of a nilk grocessing factory.
Although Equation 4.11 assumes a planar distance fornulation and
that ttre farms are homogenously located within a circular area the
r value is so well belos ttre cut off criterion that ttreee assumP-
tLons can be lgmored safelY.
Whey Production
In conlnrison with the highly-nalued cream' the wtrey produced by
cheese and casel,n manufacture has until \tery recently nade only a
very snall contributLon to tlre comPanyts revenues. llttis is
becauge the low solids content (5.2* to 6.4t wt/vol) and low value
of Sroduct (powdered whey stockfood) made transPort away from a
nilk factory l;ureeonomic.
The Jacobsen-Pruzan criterion ls calculated to range from 0.55 for
a ctreese factory and O.59 for a casein factory indicating that the
transport of, whey from a milk factory would have some effect on
the optinal location of a new miLk factory.
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llore recently, wtrey has been fermented to grive ethanol which has a
high narket value. To reconcile this and the grevious ;nint, ttre
company locates this fermentation technology at its wtrey producing
plants rather than establish a remote' stand alone Plant (a bene-
fit of ttris strategy is the sharing of utilities such as steam).
In the imnediate short term' a Planning Problen exists in that
whey fron a plant without ttre fermentation technolgry could be
transported during non-p'eak production periods to the et[anol
plants. For tlre longer-terrn planning horizon this problen can be
disregarded as wtrey processing technology with an equally high
economic return is introduced at the nilk plants.
Ttre econour.ic value assigined to byproducts is an important factor
not so much for location, but for Process capacity allocation (see
Eqr:ation 4.9). For example, a relativel.y high rralue for cream
could encourage nilk to be allocated to skim nilk ;nwder at the
expense of wtrolemilk trnwder (where virtualLy no cream byproduct is
made). Alttrough the sfunplest approach is to assume that the
byproduct is transported to the S@! available processing faci-
J.ity ttris was found to be r:nrealistic fron an optinising Snint of
view in ttre case of cream.
Using a NETPLAII-based forrnulation for profit-naxirnising the
distribution and processing of cream, it was found that the cream
distribution trnttern varied widely form upnth to npnth. Table 4.7
shows ttre najor destination of cream from just one nil,k factory.
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Table 4.7: Optinal Destinatig4! of Crean fron KerePehi
ltonth Destination
June
.fu1y
August
Septenber
October
Novenber
Decernber
January
February
I*larch
April
uay
I{aharoa
Waharoa
Trrakau,
tuakau,
Tuakau,
Tuakau,
Tuakaur
l{aharoa
waharoa
Vlaharoa
!{aharoa
Frankton
Frankton
Frankton
tfaharoa
The ex;nrinent showed that ttre company mean rralue trnr kilolitre of
crean naintained a reasonably constant rralue from upnth to mnth
(ranging fron 9539 rs i542/kl) desplte wide'yarlation in ttte net
value of cream at tlre demand points (butter or AMF factories)
which ranged frorn $534 to $548/k1. Tttis firding suggested the use
of a standard cream galue to be used at all crean producing fae-
tories. Ttris approach is also justifiable on the grounds that
over ttre longer-tern planning hori,zon, less-efficlent cre.rm pro-
cessing facilities would be replaced by uore ef,ficient ones
ttrereby reducing the rrariation in cream values. Subsequent sen-
sitivity tests involving rrarying tfie cream value in the NETPIAN
nilk nodel showed no sigmif,icant variations in process allocation
or factory allocation of mil-k 
'ritren long-run 5rrices were used.
4.6
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In order to naintain consistency in the rnodelling approach' the
same assumption of a standard value for wtrey was also prop,osed.
Despite the far grreater variation in demand lnint t*trey values the
snall contribution to total conPany revenue (less than 5t) makes
this assumption accePtable.
Conclusions
iltris chapter has grven an overview of the plannlng lodel and
described in detail a network flow optinization mdel for nil'k
collection and processing. The nathematical- formulatlon wasl
described wittr gnrticular ernphasis on the logical validlty of ttre
construction. In conjunction rrith ApSnndix 1, ttre validity of the
data used in the transport conponent of the rrcdel was established.
Sensitivity experiments wittr the mdel established the rraliility of
the various .rssunPtions reqarding byproduct distrnsal. the vali-
dity of process cost, yield, Price' and capacity data ms regarded
prinarily as tlre comPanyts resp,onsibility and this was emphasised
to ttre conPany during ttre npdelrs implenentation. Chapter 6 will
describe the rsoftrrare interfacer features of the nodel which
enabled the company to carry out its orsn evaluations. Chapter 7
reports on a comEprison of tlre scdel with other company planning
procedures. Before these chaPters, however, Chapter 5 will con-
tinue the developnent of the nathenaticaL formulatlon r+ith regard
to fixed costs and overtime costg.
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CIIAPTER 5
INCORPORATION OF FIXED COSTS, AI{NUAL COSTS A}tD OVERTIME
MATHE!'IATICAL FORI'III.ATION
5.1
CI)STS INTO THE
Introduction
This chapter develops on the mathernati,cal forrnuLation described in
Chapter 4 by considering the various flied costs and overtime
costs involved in the Location pl'anning problem.
Because overtine costs .rre convex with res5rect to ordinary time
processing costs, they are readil.y incor;nrated into the network
fornulation described in Chapter 4. Dally fixed costs' such as
plant preparation, shutdown and shift labour charges are not
directly incortrnrable into the netrrork and require an enumerative
technique such as Branch-and-Bound in order to achieve oPtinaLity.
:Ihis approach was considered inappropriate in view of ttre require-
nents for a fast DSS. A heuristic approach was instead developed
which has ttre advantages of high solution speed and predictable
computational effort wtrilst giving an estinate of the maximum
degree of suboptinalitY.
Annual fixed costs and investrnent costs are considered separatelyt
rather than amortized into tlre daily fixed charge. Ttte reasons
for this are given. The use of Discounted Cash Flow to comPare
different planning scenarios ls described in a nanner which
assists in evaluating ttre tining of investnents. FinaLlyr nethods
for identifying a good set of candidates to be included in the
feasible set are given.
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5.2 Non-linear processing cos!51
Figure 5.1 shows a total cost curve and gross revenue curve for a
single process factory. Ttre fixed charge represents the daily
setup/shutdown cost for the factory and the cost of operation of
ttre day's shift. Dealing with ttre ordinary and overtime costs
involvres incorp,oratlng two process arcs into ttre network for-
nulation and is di-scussed shortly. Ttre inclusion of a fixed
charge, however, requires a nore elaborate rethod of solution par-
ticularly wtren high solutlon strneds are required.
Ordinarv and overtime costs
To rrcde] the ordinary tine and overtlme costs associated with a
Procens trro arcs are lncorp'orated for each Process in phase V of
the network. (See Section 4.3). On one arc is specified the
gro{ts revenue less ordinary time nariable processing cost, artd
ordinary time capacity. llhe second arc has the gross revenue less
overti-me cost s;ncified and a naximum capacity equal to the ovef-
tine eaSncity (see Figure 5.2). Since ttre overtine cost is
greater than the ordinary time cost, nilk will always be allocated
to t|e ordinary tine arc before tlre overtime arc. Note that the
maxinum capacity on the factory input arc nust be set equal to the
sun of ordinary and overtime capacities.
Total Revenue function
The daily cost
charge trnyable
input handling
of operating the shifts at the factory is a fixed
only if a non-zero fl-ow is handled by the factory
d,ECo Combining tlris charge with the rrariable costs
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descrlbed gives rise to ttre total revenue function for a Eingle-
procesE faetory as shown in Figure 5.3. llbe approach is genera-
trized to account for nultlprocess factories by incorporatlng ttYo
arca for each process instead of ttre single Process arc shown in
Figrure 4.5
Note tlrat it is trtossible for a factory to be forced to op€rate
belorr ttre breakeven Eoint for one of bto reaaons! al.l nilk
supplied to ttre conPany rust be Processedt Prductlon nay be
required to neet global Product denandg.
82
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Solving the Fixed Charge Problen
Section 3,4 discussed opti-nal and heuristic approaches to solving
the fixed charge problem. lftre rnethod adopted here is a nrodifica-
tion of Sars (1968) heuristic in combination with features
selected from the works of Barr (1979)1 Gray (1968) and Balinski
(1961). The rnethod was developed because of ttre need for a fast
soLution process due to ttre interactive requirements of a DSS
approach. llhe solution tirne required is generally gro;nrtional to
the nunber of network probleurs (NPs) which rnust be solved. Using
Sars nethod, the number of NPs |s of ttre order of n + n214 w}1ete n
= number of fixed charge Ercs. For an optinizing approach (e.9.
Branch-and-gound) the evldence suggested (Barr, Kennington, 1976)
that tfiere \ras no reliable way of predicting solution tine. The
possibility of \rery long solution tinres was not seen as an
appropriate feature for incorporatlon into a DSS (Section 3.2).
Sa's method involves a cycle of rdropr, raddr and rsrtaP' phases.
Whenerrer improvements to the objective frrnctlon cost are found in
eittrer of the last two phases, the Procedure returns to the rdropr
phase and proceeds ttrrough the cycle again. Eventually no inpro-
venents are found in the tswapr phase and the Procedure ter-
ninates.
The flrst improvernent to the rnethod involves using Balinski's
relaxatlon to start wittt a flow basis nearer to the optinun ttran
when only variable costs dr€ rs€dr lfhe network is assignred
relaxed arc costs as shown in Equatiotl 5.1. Balinski showed that
when the NP is solyed with these relaxed costsr the conditions
er(a)
85 (a)
' Equation 5.1: BaLinski's Relaxation for Arc Costs
c,="t+cf/u
where
ct = variable cost
"f
u = upPer caPacitY on arc
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shown in Equation 5.2 hold. Of interest is that Qg* gives a
bound to the best value that can be found for Tqpgr the true cost
of ttre optiural solution.
The next improvement is to rodify ttre rdrop' phase by working on
the flow basis produced by tJre Balinski relaxation. This involrres
unrelaxing arcs by either forcing then out or into the basis flow
in a manner similar to ttrat described by Barr et aI in their
Branch-and-Bound procedure. First, a candidate are is dropped (or
forced out) by assigning a large cost (Big l.t rnethod). If this
fails to inrprove utrnn ttre best T so far found (Tinc, the incunbent
true total cost) then the candidate arc is asslgned its true
variable cost and thereby left in the basis. A candidate arc is
found amongst the set of fixed charge arcs iltrich have relaxed
costs rather than variable costs assigned. Selection of tlre can-
diilate is ttrrough use of the 'rnaximum deviation fron the
relaxationr criterj.on. Ttre deviation, d, for each of ttre can-
didate arcs is calculated fron the last incumbent flow solution.
Using Eguation 5.4 the arc to be dropped is that arc w'ith tlre
highest rralue of d. This procedure, (for convenience referred to
as tlre tBal,inski drop Phaser) is repeated t:ntil there are no more
relaxed arcs. The normaL sa raddr and rswap' phases continue the
heuristic. If an improvement to T1n" is found in either of these
trvo phases ttren the procedure carries out an ordlnary drop phase
as in Sa's original nethod.
A tlrird improvement to the heuristic is to carry out some of the
pre-solution feasibility testsr trS td€E€ described in Section 4.3.
Tvo tests are SnrticularlY useful:
86(a)
Where
85 (a)
Equation 5.22 SoLution Conditions from
trlx <= Topt 1= Tg"l <= Tvmin
t - = obiect,ive function minimum cost usingrrx coits calculated. according to Balinski's
relaxation
T--- = the true optimal costOPE
T- . E the true cost of tlre Balinski solutionI'ar found by re-evaluating the flow basis
using Equation 5.3
T . = the true cost of the variable cost onlyvlnrn minimization of the network, where the
cost is found bY re-evaluating the
flow basis using Equation 5.3
86(b )
86 (b)
Equation 5.3: Erue coqt qf Netwark Problem, ir
T- t+ [ (.Y*xr+*.f:yij-"'ij)i,jeA r'f 1'l
where
A = the set of flxed charge arcs, Lrj
t = tbe minim.sn cost, soJ.uLion to the NF
Yr+ = (0 if x,+ = 0 )rJ I rJ I
il if xtt
EBrl=,Tift=trlx
E*noirn= Tif t=t.,^1n
t**o= Hltgrr:::: lfr* usins var:i"abre
86(c)
Equation 5.4: Deviation from the relaxation, d
d = ct x cvx + 
"f
+
= c'(1 +x/ u)
x = optimal flow
(Refer to Equation 5.1 for syrnbol def inition)
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(a) Cornparison of total supply w'ith the total processing capacity
available in tlre candidate problem.
(b) Conparison of global production requirements with grocess
availability for the particular products.
Another test is that used by Gray based uPon an uPPer Linit on tlre
total fixed costs wtrich can be allowed in the optiural solution.
This limit is calculated using Equation 5.5. If the candidate
prob!.en will, Lf solved, have a greater fixed cost coutponent than
Fr"* then the problem is not worth soLving slnce T will be greater
than T1n". Tttis is because the \tariable cost comtrronent of T1n"
wiLl aLways be grreater than or equal to te6l''r the unrelaxed
variable cost udnimization of the netlwork.
Etre number of NPs to be solved in the swap phase is equal to the
prduct of the nunber of fixed arcs in the basis and the number of
fixed arcs out of ttre basis. The naximun value of this product is
n21e *r"te n ls the number of fixed arcs. It is desirable there-
fore to avoid entering ttre swap phase if only small gains to the
objective function are like}y. ltris decision can be facilitated
by calculating (S = Tinc - trlx) which neasures the maximal
poasible degree of suboptimality. By coneidering S in rela-
tionship to other scenarios being evaluated andr/or the statistical
neasurement errors of the trpdel data, the user can rnke the deci-
sion of whether to Proceed through tlre swap phase with the
prospect of a worthwhile improvement to Tinc.
ez(a)
s7 (a)
Equation 5.5: Gray's Fixed Cost Limit, Fmax
F = T. t-nax -inc -vmin
where
Tirr" = best true total cost so far found(the incumbent). An initial
value is Tg.l
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Selection criteria for the heurlstic
Itre criterion for seJ-ecting the arc to be dropped in the Balinski
drop phase has already been described. For the ordinary drop
phase, Sa reconmended tlro criteria : the average production +
transgnrtation cost at a factory; or the !,ercent utilization at a
factory. For the ctrrrent forrnulationrn the former is not readily
calculable because of the complex network structure with collec-
tion, diversion and processing phases. Consequently, the factory
with lowest percent utilization (100 x/u) was chosen for dropping.
Sa gane no criterion for sel,ecting the factories
swapped. Ttre criterion used to select an arc to
factory with the lowest fixed cost.
to
be
be added or
added was the
In ttre swap phase, a table of *rap pairs is generated for every
combination of factorles in and out of the solution found at the
end of ttre add phase. For example' if there are 8 factories orrt
of the solution and 7 factories in the solution then 56 €twaP com-
binations exist. Because the procedure returns to the drop phase
if a new incuurbent is found the order in which ttre swaps are
carried out has a significant impact on solution tine ttrrough the
number of NPs solved. A sort criterion found to be successfuL in
bringing beneficial swaps to the top of tlre srrrap table is given in
Equation 5.5.
The procedure is described more comPletely in Ap;nndix 3.
8e(a)
Equation 5.6: $ort Criterion lEor Ewap Fhasei d
fl= .: -"f **o t"[-c[r
where
Be (a)
Fci = fixed cost of arc to be droPPed
sci = fixed eo t of are to be added
x^ = factorlt input fl,otf i,n the incurcbent
' solution for ttre faetory to be dropped
"J = variable cost (or revenreel of factoryv to be dropped
of = variable sost (or revenue) of4 f'acto,ry ts .be added
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Conputational results
Testlng of ttre procedure was carried out using ttre data presented
in Balirxkirs trnper for a standard transportation network
involving 8 supply nodes 12 deurand nodes and 96 fixed charge
transport dfcso Corn;nrative results are shown in Table 5.1. Ttre
original Sa rnethod (III) gave a Tinc worse than the rralue found
sinply by Balinekirs relaxation (II). Ttris is likely due to the
fact ttrat the transportation problen has a different nettrork
stJaucture to the transport plus processLng problen for which Sa
developed his method. Ttre former has strict denand and supply
constraints, wtrereas Sars probleme only had fixed supplies to
handle. The npdified nrethod (IV) inProved utrnn Balinskirs relaxa-
tion (II) but was still some distance away frour the best kno\f,n
solution (V). Ttris solution was found uslng a Branch-and-Bound
procedure which had to be terninated due to conputing tine linita-
tiong. Ttrere are no rePorts ln the literature of any other solu-
tions to tttis problem.
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Table 5.1 Solutlons to Ballnqkirs fixed cost Problem
Method Objective Functlon
r rvnin 
=
II Teal =
III Tlrrg (Sa) =
fV T1rr.(mod) =
v ropt =
530.70
504.55
51 2.05
493.75
482.40
variable cost
truecost fron
Ballnski
Relaxation
Orlginal. Sa
metttod
nodified Sa
nethod
best knonn opti-
nal rralue
Balinski relaxed
cogt
trlx 451.05
A second feature of ttrese experlnentg is ttre number of NPs
requLrlng to be evaluated. For rethods I and II, just one NP is
solved. For method III 1318 NPs were solved with the T1tt" being
forrnd af ter 187 NPS. For rrethod IV, 1395 NPs were solved but
Tirr" !{as found after 56 NPs. Further, method III required t}rree
cycles of drop, add and swap w?rilst the mdified nethod found no
improvements in the first cycle of the swap phase.
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TabLe 5.2 shows perfornance chiracteristics of the NEIPIAf{ model
for tlre mntlr of ilanuary, rdrere supply is 68t of total caSncity.
Test 1 (ALLOPT) shows the results of nininlzing just transSnrt and
flxed costs, subject to capacity constraints. Although the swap
phase nas entered ttrree timesr ttre galn was $1 
'600 conpared with
the f,inal total cost of, $70,800.
In Test 2, lroduct prices and 5rocess costg were included for ttre
same mnths. In thls case, the variable cost and revenue com-
ponents cmpletely ertrrei.ghted ttre fLxed coat conponent in ttre
problen, rrith ttre result t}rat the solutions were identical for the
VAROPT and ALLOPT runs.
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Table 5.2: Performance Characterl-stics of t}re NETPI"AI{ nodel
Solution Netxtork Transport Fixed Total Swap Phase Maxinum
tinre Programs Costs Costs Costs gain subopt-
(cPu solved ($k) (9k) (9k) ($k) inaL:ltv
Seconds) ($k)
Test 1:
ALLOPT
VAROPT
39.60 25 21.3 49.5 70.8 1.6 ?.2
3.2 1 15.9 72.6 88.5
ratio:
Ar,LOPT/VAROPT 12.0 25 1.34 0.68 0.80
Test 2:
ALLOPT
VAROPT
25.14 11 23.6 55.5 (1409.3) O 4.7
6.35 1 23.6 55.5 (1409.3)
ratio:
ALLOPT/\TAROPT 3.95 11 1 1 1 -
Test 1 r Trans;nrt cost and fixed cost mininization, ilanuary' capacity utiliza-
tion = 68t
Test 2: Total revenue optlnization, January' caPacity utilization 68t
ALLOPT: Variable + flxed cost optimization
VAROpT: Variable cost optinization only. Fixed costs added after optimization
CPU seconds: on IBI{ 3033
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5.4 Seasonal effects on factory operation
The total number of factories open for processing in a month
depends rrery nuch on the milk availabiJ-ity which is extremely
seasonal. lltrus Lt ls important to deternine the number and loca-
tion of factories to be opened in each sronth. In deternining this
information an organisational constraint must be considered which
is concerned wittr labour conditions. Once a factory is opened
during the season, it utust remain open for a continuous period
untll its closedown towards ttre end of the seagon. In other
words, the factory cannot be closed down for a ncnth during the
season with workers laid off, and then reopened for a few nore
nonths.
Ttris feature is particularly advantageous for the corrputation of
the flxed charge problem described in tlre previous gection. Once
a factory has been deternined by the heuristic trrrocedure to be
included in ttre solution for a low supply (early season) month, it
need no longer be considered by the heuristic until the Snak
seasonal flow has been attained in Octotrer. lltris results in a
considerable reduction in tlre number of NPs wttich rrust be solved
in each period. To cope w'ith ttre declining flow lnrj.ods a simple
device is to reverse the order of solution of the 5nriods. That
is, solve in tlre order !lay, April, March ... Novenber'
table 5.3 denonstrates the application of this featurer referred
to as trAUTOFIXINtr, in solving the npdel for January where fac-
tories opened in the lower supply nonth of February are kept in
the January solution. Solution Lime is rrcre than halrredl although
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ttre total cost ls not altered to a gireat extent when TAUTOFIXIN"
ts used.
tf,hls procedure nay not gtve tlre oPtinal annual oPening and closing
s€{tr€nc€r lloweverr t]re cost of th€ optimal sequence can be seen
to Lle in the range:
cg <E co (= ca
where
Cf = cost gtven w?ren ttre iAIIIOFIXIN" procedure is not used
Co = cost of optinal gequence
Ca = cost given wtren tlre "AIIIOFIXIN" procedure is used
Ifhen gractical cougxrny considerations are also talsen into account
such as tl1e need for factory nalntenance, factory shakedown or
Iabour emplolment requirenentsr Co wlJ.l generally be driven cloger
to C. because of the tighter capaclty constralnts inpnsed on the
model. lfhege, howeverl are short-tern production planning details
and wlll not be discussed furttrer.
Table 5.3: Performance characterlstics of fiAutofixin" feature
Solution tine
(CPU seconds)
38.60
16.44
Network
Prograns
SoLved
Total Swap
Costs phase
gain
95.
Ma:rirnum
subopt-
inality
'7.2
6.8
Trans!,ort Fixed
Costs Costs
ALLOPT
AUTOFIXIN
ratio: ALLOPT/
ALLOPT: See
AUTOFIXIN:
5.5
25
11
21 .3
18.4
49.5
53.7
70.8
72.O
1.6
o
ATIIPFIXIN 2.35 2.27 1 .16 0.92 0.98
Test 1, Table 5.2
Factories opened in February are kept open in the higher supply
month of January.
Annual costs
Once ttre fixed charge problenr has been soLrred for the ttrelve
uronthly planning perlods, the yearrs annual fixed coats are added
to tlre solutlon for the particular planninlf sc€Datio. llttis was
described in Section 4.3. Note that it is not appropriate to
amortize the annual eosts or investment costs into the daily fixed
charge, as lS connon practice. If ttre anortizing procedure were
to be followed, too nany factories would be closed down in the
off-peak supply lnriods because of ttre higher fixed charge rela-
tive to variable revenuest and costs. It is ttre Epak flow month
which determines which factories will be opened during the year,
and ttrerefore what annual costs will b€ incurred. E<cessive
closlng of a factory off-peak will not save any of its annual
5.6
5.7
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costs (rates, interest' caPital repalment, insurance, adrdnist:a-
tive or salarled staff, preventive maintenance).
Annual variations and the tining of i.nvestnent
Due to the rrarying patterns of urilk supply grrowth and decline over
the planning horizon it may be appropriate to solve repeatedly a
scenario for a number of years and com;nre the resuLts with other
scenarios. llote that a dLfferent scenario night involve delaying
the construction of a factory for a number of years. Itl this way
an indication of ttre timing of construction can be obtained.
llhe method used to conlnre different scenarios is ttre Discounted
Cash FIow Srrocedure for mutually exclusive investnents, described,
for example, in Peters and Tinmerhaus (1968). tttis approach com-
pares tlre marginal discounted net benefits of ttre nutually exclu-
sive scenarios. Equation 5.7 gives ttre criterlon for selecting
between trro projects, and the method is readily generalized to any
number of projects. An example of the nethod ls given in Mellalieu
( 1981 , IV) .
Identification of feasible set candidates
Section 3.4 comlnred the infinlte set and feasible set aPProaches
to tlre location problen. It was noted that a major limltation of
ttre feaEible set approach is that the optinal site may not be
included in the feasible set. This section proposes aPPtoaches to
aid in identifying a set of candidates v*rlch is nore likely to
contain the optimal.
g6(a)
96 (a)
'r-r= -(tl - "j#) + n=L # tcrl - "lo)
Equation 5.72 Discounted Cash Flow Criterion for
where
v = marginal discounted net benefitL-2 between projects 1 and 2
Select project I when v > 0
L-2
"l = investrnent cost for project jJ
q = year of investment for project 2(years from base year = 0)
r = company discount rate
p = year from base year. Planninghorizon ends in year P
C- = net annual. operating revenue forlP project j in- year p
Note: Costs C in base year terrns
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Innediately obvious approaches are:
(a) Increase (decrease) capacity
increasing (decreasing).
in areas wtrere supply ts
(b) Replace or increase capacity in centrally sited locations.
(c) Avoid locations on the boundary of the comPanyrs operating
€lE€€1.
In order to nininise the imSnct on transport costs of unforseen
variations in product price ratlos a less obvious approach ls to
ain for a balanced product mix throughout tlre operatlng area'
This is in preference to having centrally located factori.es pro-
ducing one product and peripherally located factories Sroducing
other products.
Ttre NETPLAN nodel itself can be used to identify candldates' bY
enploying pattern analysis of transgnrt flow rntlps. Tttis is
described in Chapter 6. other approaches are:
(a) The uncapacitated transportation model. In this approach tlre
NgfPLAll nodel is used with no factory capacity' Process €Pa-
city, product demand, process cost or Erice data. lfhat is:
transgnrt costs and nilk supply data only. Large discrepan-
cies between existing capacities and the factory flows
resulting fron this nodel indicate trntential for capaeity
changes.
This modelrs results reflect a rworst case' scenario in which
transport costs are very much greater than Process costs or
98.
product price \rariagions. In the longer term' ttris nodel
also reflects the Snssibility ttrat less profitable factories
couLd be upgraded to meet the profitability of other fac-
tories rdth tlre result that transPort minimization becomes
the only decision variable for conpany optinization.
(b) The fixed charge capacitated transhipurent scdel. In this
case, the NETPLAN nodel is used as for the more usual single-
period (static) sitxration. For new factories' ttre factory
fixed charge (Fquatlon 5.8) now includes shift costs (Section
5.2) annual costg and investment outJ.ays anmorti'zed to a
daily charge as described in Sa (1958) and Grant (1964). For
existing factories (which could be closed dosn) a measure of
the investurent outlay for future operation of the factory is
the salvage rralue (Peters et al' 1968) obtainable from ttre
sale of the factory. Ttre salvage rralue of the factory rePre-
sents revenue foregone if the factory is allowed to continue
in operation.
Ttre results of this nrodel provide the optirnal location and capaci-
ties of factories wtren the rmnthly or yearly variation in ni.lk
supp!.y is tgnored. Linitations of ttris approach were trentioned in
section 5.5.
5.8 Conclusions
A nathenatical method for achievi-ng fast, 9ood1 sonetimes optimal
solutions to the daily niLk collection and processi.ng Problen with
non-linear costs has been described. By taking account of the
9s(a) 98 (a)
Equation 5.8: Amort,ized, fixed charge, Cf
where
and where g =
g=
(1 + r)t- I
where
cf = cs + (cA + crgl / p
= fixed charge amortized on a daily basis
= daily set-up, close down and shiftfixed charges
= annual fixed operating cost
= project investment cost
= number of production days per year
Grantrs capital recover!, payment factor,
cf
cs
CA
CI
p
r
n
company discount rate
expected factory life, years
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Eeasonal variation !n nilk supply, a further inprovenent in solu-
tion tine is obtained wtrilst at the sane time tmre closely
nodelling the actual rnanagenent practLce of the dairy corpanf. A
nethod for conparing planning scenarios is given which can also be
used to identify the tiudng of investnent decisions. Finally,
methods for hel-ping generate the feaslble set of locations were
given.
The results of using the rethods identify ttrose projects wttich
dominate over others in terms of net econonie benefits. Other
strategic factors such as regional balance of production nay be
required to be com;nred, and for this reason the DSS aspects of
the uodel have been stresged. Ttre next chapter will identify
technical features of ttre rcdeL ritrich supSnrt ttre DSS approach: in
particular, high-strned graphlc display of trans5ort flow maps and
geog6aphic productLon quantities.
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CHAPTER 6
TEHNICAIJ CONFIGT]RATION A}ID OPERATION OF THE MODEL
5.1 Introduction
ltre way in wtrich a Dss is used is determined not only by the
uattrenatical and logical features of the rcdelr but also by the
hardware configuration and tlre sof,txtare interface betveen the user
and the rcdelts logic. Ttris chapter describes tlrese trro latter
aspects of the mdel wittr trnrticular reference to trro concerns of,
the user:
(a) flexibllitlt and ease of use
(b) The opportunity to explore the mdel in order to become fani-
llar sith its predlctionsr relatlonships arr:l assumptions.
Sot lowing a brief description of the hardware conf igturation, ttre
design features satisfying ttrese concerns will be described.
NaneIy:
(a) computer generated graphics output.
(b) provision of a nariety of snall relatinely sinple tabular
rePorts'
(c) user-oriented interacttve conrnand language.
Girren the essentailly technlcal details discussed here, Chapter ?
will describe actual problems to which ttre mdel has been applied
within tlre NZCDC.
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6.2 ltrar&rare configruration
lfhis section describes the equiPnent used by the NZCDC for running
the NEIIPLAI{ nodel and ttre rrarious subsidiary Programmes. ttre
hardware isr (see Figrure 6. 1).
ltlcrocomputer: Tektronix 4051
graphics computing system with keyboard,
32 kbyte rremory' 300 kbYte digital
cartridge tape drive and high resolution
gtorage stcoEle scf€€rlo
Plotter: Tektronix 4662 dieital plotter
Lineprinter: Facit two colour }ine Printer trith
nean printing strned of 12O
characters/second
Data communicationg: mden Links over dedicated Post Office
lines with a data transfer rate of I 2O
characters/second.
Mainframe computer: IBI.I 4341 with 4 Mbytes rnemory.
The microcomputer is used to generate output to the plotter and
lineprinter in addition to its being eonnected over the rcdem link
to the nainframe computer. lltre nicrocomputer is used for:
. off-line data editingr Sreparation and checking. For
example, the SUPGEN Program described in Chapter 4.
. tfansrnitting ttre off-line prepared data to tlre mainframe for
subsequent use in the NETPLAN models'
ror (a) 101 (a)
FIGURE 6. 1 i{ARDl'fARI CONFTGURATION
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displaying, Printing and plotting the results produced by the
nodels.
The nainframe conputer is required for mnning the main nodels,
and for storing input datasets and output results. Some data
editing is carried out, using either installation - supplied edi-
tors, or the editor built into NETPI"AN.
Ttre Softnare interface
Graphics output
Computer-generated graphics output was found to be rmst useful in
prowiding an overview of tlre ncdelrs solution. In particularr the
transport flow maps (Figure 6.2) served both to convince users of
the reasonableness of ttre model, and to aid them in finding better
Iocations for factories. (Sectlon 5.7).
In the figure each supply cell is connected to the factory to
which it supplies milk. Ttre thickness of each line is propor-
tional to ttre quantity transported. The area of each line being
the product of distance and flow, is proportional to the transPort
cost from the supp|y cell to ttre factory. Diversion of nilk bet-
ween factories (Phase III, Section 4.3) is indicated by an
arrowhead in a flow line.
As an aid to location analysis, various trEtterns can be seen in
the figure such as the ttgtart, the "fan[ and the "convoy". lfhe
star oceurs when a factory is supplied from cells all around it.
fhis suggests the factory is weII sited with respect to the
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supply. Ttre fan occurs when a factory is supplied from only one
siile, suggesting a poorly sited factory. If the factory was rcved
towards the circumference of ttre fan, a star Pattern would begln
to develop, indicaEing a better factory siting.
The convoy is a nore comPlicated rrersion of the fan. It is evi-
denced b1r nany factory-factory diversions tending towards one fac-
tory. Since the diversions can be quite large in trolune, a convoy
of nilk tankers carrying out ttre diversion can be inagined. The
convoy has different iurplications depending on the availability of
surplus production capacity. When tlrere is substantial excess
capacity, tlre convoy merely indicates ttrat railk is belng carrled
to a highly profitable factory (a situation t*rich rnight be worth
investigation by management). When there is little excess caPa-
city the convoy trnttern indicates a serious imbaLance between the
Location of supply and the location of processing facilitles, and
thereby suggests where extra capacity should be nade available.
Another use for the transport naps is in data checking. For
example if two flow ltnes cross, this suggests that eittrer ttre
plotting co-ordinates of tlre cells are incorrect, or ncre
seriously, ttrat the distances between cell and factory for one or
both of the cells are incorrect.
Other graphs wtrich proved useful were simple utilization and pro-
duction bar charts. lttre utilization charts show maximum and
actual capacity used at each factory on a Snrticular day; for a
particular factory over a whole yeart or for all factorles for the
whole year. (Figures 6.3 and 6.4).
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ftre production ctrarts show wtrere and in what quantities Particular
products are made.
Thi.s sane output data can be presented in an alternative forn to
provide a geographic 1=rslnctive of, ttre lpdelrs results' llhese
rgeoplotsr (Figure 6.5) are used in conjunction vrith the transport
flow maps to identify regional production irnbalanceg, or to indi-
cate gOod locations for subsldiary facilitles such as bulk product
storage depots.
Reports
l{hereas graphic output was found to be rcst usefuL f,or giving a
quick, broad overview of the wtrole mdelrs solution' srnall tabular
reports enhanced tlte DSS astrnct of tlre rcde} by allow'inq tlre user
to hone in on specific features of, ttre solution (for exanPle,
qrrantities of cheese nade at rrarioue factories ) (Table 6.1 ).
These smaLl re5orts were nuch preferred over nwhole solution"
rep,orts wtrich often contain data irrelevant to a lErticular userrg
field of interest.
TabLe 6.1: Liist of rePorts produced by NETPLAN
sutt Companv summarv statistics
total grofit, transport costr conPany utilisatLon
(eont...)
UTII,
PIA![
TRAI{
REV
TPROD fotaf cotP""V Pr"au"tlm
values and gr:antities of products nade by tlre con-
pany as a whole
SPROD SSncific Production by factorles
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Factory capacity utilisation
naxinum capacity and used capacity
Factoiy Eroduction plans
show Srocess utilisation, quantity and value of
products nade by each process at a specified
factory
Transport Plans
shos r*rich supply cells suPPIy niLk to a specified
factory, and ttre eost of translnrt fron each cell
f,or a specif,ied product, shows wttich factory nade
the product, and the quantity and rralue Snroduced
Revenue and cost analysis
shoets ttre transport costs' lnroduction costs and
revenues generated by each factory
( nnnL \\ vvrr v a . a J
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stAs Seasonal utilisation and Productlon
shows how factory utilisation and production traries
throughout a 12 month planning period
Note: Cornputer-generated graphic displays are obtainable from the
results produced by UTIL, PLAI{, TRAlil, TPROD' SPROD and SEAS.
Comnand language
ftle NEEPLAII nodel was desigrned to cop,e rdth both the novice and
expert us€fr Self-documentation of comuand functions was Srovided
by neans of 'HE[,P| comnands. Orderly use of the nodel was
enforced by a hierarchy of connand subset levels (a naster control
Level, data editorsr solve level and report generation level)'
Considerable attention was Snid to error detection and recovery,
(tcrash-proofingr) witlr reference to command entryr data entry and
nodelli.ng constraints (the latter ,ilescribed in Section 4.3). The
exEert user Ltas able to save time by using command abbreviations,
lists of commands and by avoiding use of the THELPT menus. A
sample session is shown in Figure 6.6.
Other features
ltrrough use of the structural parameters (Section 4.3) and self-
docunentlng input datasets the expert user was given complete
control orrer the size and structure of the NETPIAI{ model. Thus
new factories, Processes or products could be added to the trDdeI
w'ithout recourse to the rrcdel desigrner. ltttis feature was a major
contributor to the ncdelrs flexibility, acceptability and 'dlmamic
validity' referred to in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 6.6 Sample Session of NETPLAN Operation
Entrn |TASTER 0ptiontt or HELPHEL P
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90LVE Solv. nctfock I tllreley errultr
C0f{STRAIt{ 9pacily ll.xiou. t/oF lllnirut pcoduction
of r sproilic produot
N0C0N Discontinur produst conlta.int oPtion
ENO END PRO6RAI'
Entac IIASTER Optionr, or H€LP
:SOLVE
Cucrant SOLVE t.€torr ilc includrd:-
Entrr S0LVE optlonr PER!0DSr or HELPTtll-El€
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ABOUT TO SOLVE FOR JANSUPPLY II1NCAP IIAXCAP DEIIAND
7906 0 11b32 0
SUPPLY OK
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Fig. 6 .6 (cont'd. )
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Current 0tSPLAY
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Fig. 6.5 (cont'd.)
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Operation of the model
lltre rhands onr user of tJre model is a'gtaff analystr to use the
terminology proposed by Alter (1980). In this role the staff ana-
Iyst acts as ttre intermediary between the mdel and the many
senior managers (clients) requiring an analysis by tJte updel. The
analyst has controL and responsibilty for maintaining the datasets
used by the rrcdel; formulating the manner in which the nodel can
be used to meet a specific request; carrying out the rcdel runai
and presenting and discussing the results w'ith the client.
If nany data changes are required these would normally be done
the nicrocomputer and, then transferred to the mainframe thus
saving mainfrane connection charges. Othenvise, direct use of
mainfrane programs begins.
the
During a run of NETPLAN or NETAG summary rePorts and pLots are
produced whilst larger reports are outPut to the nainfraners disk
datasets. At the end of a run, the disk datasets can be printed
at leisure on ttre lineprinter via the microcomPuter.
Should the staff analyst be interupted; the state of the npdel's
data rnay be rfrozen' for restarting at a later time. Considerable
flexibility in tlre use of ttre configuration is lnssible: for
exampler graphs may be displayed on the nicrocomputer screen and
then stored on magnetic tape for later off-line plotting.
In some cases, once a lnrticular n:ln has been set uP, the client
is invited to stand by and proPose rrariations in order to deter-
nine the npdelrs sensj-tivity to changes in the trroblenrs ;nrame-
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ters. In ttris approach fast, interactive use of the ncdel was
found to be vital . For rnany appllcat'ions, however, NETPLAII j-s run
on an 'as requiredf basis with the nhole process of anaLysis,
rnodel preparation and operation carried out over a few days.
Nevertheless, the interactive features of the rpdel have proved
eslncially useful to the staff analyst user in terms of providing:
(a) continuity of ttrought v*rilst carrying out an analysis.
(b) consideration of wider range of alternatirrras and the ability
to fine-tune ttre analYsi.s.
(c) reduction in tirne required to debug a nodel (in tens of
nodel feasibility rather ttran program code errors.) (Cotopare
with comments of Alter).
Nthough an initial desigm goaL was ttrat decision nakers should be
able to have direct rhands onr use of NHIPLAN, this has not been
achieved. In retrospect the goal was not realistic because of the
amount of time and effort required to hcome faniliar with both
the updel's assuutptions and the task of operating an interactive
conputing facility. 1[{re large number of lnople naking use of
NETPLAN analyses further recomrended the use of a staff analyst
who could efflclently co-ordinate, translate, and action their
reguests. Ttris approach ls confirned by AJ-ter wtro concluded in
his extensive evaluation of Decision Suplnrt Systens:
"It is conceivable ttrat nonexPerts should be discouraged rather
than encouraged to use on-line systems without the help of expert
internediari€str.
6.5
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Conclusions
lltris ctrapter has described and demonstrated the trractical features
of the Ddel which have contributed to lts effective use wtttlin a
conpany planning EoI€. llhese features included the hardwal€ coh-
figruration and the sof,tvare tnterface betr*een the user and the
model. lltre flexible nanner in r*tich the mdel as a rdrole c;rn be
operated has alSo been streas€d. Tlre next ctrapter will dbscribe
how the rcd€L has been used to suptrDrt the conpanyrs declsion
naking by reference to s5ecif,lc cds€so
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CHAPTER 7
IMPLEI,IENTAEION AND APPLICATION AS A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTE!,!
7.1 Introduction
Considerable attention was lnid to the provision of conputer-aided
suptrrcrt for the conpanyrs dectsion nakers. iltris ctrapter describes
how the npdel was inplenented in the company in order to maxinise
the llkelihood of its succegsful application. Part of the
approach involved the grogresslon from a simpler uodel to the
current tpdel and, these developnents are described briefly.
Indications are g1\ten as to the acceptance of the mdel by the
comElany. Finally, details are girren concerning some of the
planning problems to wtrich ttre rnodel has been applied.
?.2 Inplementation
Hanrnond 11974) provided a valuable approach to the inplenentation
of corporate npdels, and many of his ptoSrosals were adopted in the
current study. After the usual rnodelling procedures of for-
nulation, data collectionr debugging and rralldation' he notes
that:
,,Ugers nust be edUcated, and the model unrst gain accePtance. Most
of the rrcdelrs users wiLl have little experlence in formal tech-
niques, and their knowledge and background must be augrmented.
Even rbre iurportantly, they must be filled in on the specifics of
the mdel in question."
Trro types
onr user,
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user were identified within the company - the rhands
'staff analystr to user Alterrs term' and the Eore
senior conpany managers. vtith the latter, informal meetings and
review seminars were presented to ensure rr... undsrstanding of the
modelrs capabilities and ti,rnitations so that its output can be
creatively and intelligently used in the planning process"
(Harnnond). Considerably nore effort, however, $as spent on
augnenting the staff analystrs capabilities. Tttis lncluded hands
on training in the use of the computer facilities and ttre rnodel;
provision of the interactive and tIIEf,,Pr features of the spdel; a
user manual (Mellalieu, 1982, I) and technical reElorts on specific
features or applications of tlre model (fixed cost heuristics' net-
work formulation, validation tests (titellalieu, 1981 , I, II, III).
To support tlre staff analyst in her explanation of the updel to
senior ffrnagers, a sinpLified outline gruide to the mdel \ras Pre-
pared. A report outlining ttre overall context of location
planning was written (!{elLalieu, 1981' fV) which covered such
aspects of Iong range planning as cost measurementr intangible and
technical assessments and DCF techniques.
llodel developnent
The npdel described in chapters 4, 5 and 6 developed over the
research period from a series of sinpler mdels as recommended by
Hamrond and Fick and Spragrue (1980). For exanple, the f,irst nodel
had fewer netcells, no di.version distances, or fixed cost mini-mi-
satlon, and used the centre of gravity distance estimati-on method.
This nrodel was useful in identifying the importance of transport
of
or
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minirnisation and demonstrated the lntential of an on line interac-
tirre computer-based planning model.
The expansion of the npdel to its cmrrent form arose out of the
desire to npdel more completely and tmre accurately the company's
operations once fardliarity and acceptability by the company of
the earlier model was achieved' A second reason was ttrat the
simpler rcdels identified which aspeets of the sodel were lrost
sensitive and therefore required mre accurate fornulation or
data. A third reason was to w'iden the flexibility of ttre model to
cope with new problems. For exanple' the first model r,tas not
detailed enough to enable evaluation of the benefits of 5xrtting in
a pipeline over a river to a group of farms, rather than
coLlecting by tanker. ttris kind of analysis becane trnssible w'ith
the nore detailed and accurate rrcdelling of collection distances
in later npdeLs.
Model acceptance
Acceptance and suPport of the srodel has been very good, as evi-
denced by the comPanyrs purchase of advanced graphics egui-pmentl
palment for computing costs and, nost imp,ortantly, staff suPport.
The need for such a model was well-appreciated by the conpany, but
effective use of the npdel coul-d only have cosre from the
w1l]-ingness and ability of the staff analyst to use and apply the
nodel to the varioug situations which arose. A further indicator
of acceptance is the continued effort by the company to inctease
the npdel's size and accuracy as nentioned above.
7.5
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Convincing the decision-makers of the rralidlty of ttre modelrs
results has not been a serious problem. Reasons for this include
the logical nature and network formulation of ttre rmdel; the
graphics output which contributes to explaining the lpdelrs
complete solution; the thorough understanding of tlre rpdel by the
staff analyst who could discuss the reasoning of tlre nodel wittt
ttre decision-maker; and the care taken over mdel validation and
docunentation.
t{e tprn now to specific appllcations of ttre rcde! by the NZCDC.
Applications of the rcdel
Location Studies
In 1979-?9, ttre conpany vras faced with the need to replace out-
dated factories at Matanata, Gordonton, l{altakanrru and Waihi (the
latter built in the 1950s)r and the early version of the NETPLAN
nodel was used to evaluate the transport cost inplications of a
number of alternative investment proposals' These nodel runs used
transport costs, pe* rnilk suppl-y and daily factory capacities as
the constraints. Capital eosts were then added to the exPected
transport costs arising from the rrarious proSnsals.
lltre feasible set of locations included Tanco, Paerata,
l{aitakaruru, Kerepehi, Waihi, Komakorau, Gordonton, Te Rapa,
trlatangi, Te Aroha West, Mana\dariu, !{aitoa, t{aharoa, Matamata,
Putaruru' ReEoroa and Te Awamutu. These 17 sites included
existing and proPosed sites.
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At $re tine of ttre study, ttre companyts nilk suppLy ms ex5neted
to decrease in the Central l{aikato area but increase in the
South Waikato dE€irr In view of, the need to replace existing capa-
city, the best 5roposal involved a coublnation of capacity extrEn-
sion in the north and eastern areasr (at Kerepehi and llaitoa) and
conetnrctlon of a new plant in the south west at Putaruru. Table
7.1 shows the capital eosts and capacities of the plants t*ttich
were actrrally constructed over ttre following 3 years. Rather than
construct a plant at Putarurur the comlnny hedged against ttre
uncertainty of the Lncreasing eupply ln the south, and constructed
the plant at Tirau, sone 9 kn to the north.
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lable 7.1: Caglital Costs of Recent Dairy Factory Inves
Iocation Product Capital
Cost
( $n)
Maximum
Capacity
(klldaY)
Capltal
Cost pnr
kitrolltre
($/k1)
Tirau
Kerepehi
lfaitoa
l{aitoa
casein
cheese
cheese
wholenilk
powder, baby
foods
37
16
15
31
1 800
500
500
1800
20500
32000
30000
17200
sotal 4600 21 500
Source: NZDE, (1980, II), Tichbon (1981)
To demonstrate tire impact, of this studyr Figrure 7.1 com;nres the
October transport florr nap with and wittrout the Tirau factory (in
the latter case, the capacities of ttre Te Awanutu and t{aharoa fac-
torles were both increased by 900 kl). I?re Tirau glte saves 5r0OO
kn/day or 11.5t of tlre total co!ilpany distance €rarrelled. Over ten
years t[is is a saving of approxinately 1O nil].ion ldlometres
(conslderlng seasonal variations) or 97 million (1978 terns) in
direct operating costs.
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Because only transport costs vtere considered in this exanple, the
Eavings form an upper Linit. Slnce the new factory is rcre profi-
table than those already in existence, nilk Eay lrg drawn to Ti.rau
away from other factories, thereby increasing transport costs.
llhis effect (lthich can now be evaluated by NETPLAII through incor-
poration of product prices and costs etc. ) EuPports the declsion
to locate Tirau closer to tlre other factories ttran is suggested by
sinple transport ninimisation.
Suroothing the F1ush
A najor problem facing the dairy eomPany over recent ltears has
been the steady rise In tJre flush rrolume of nilk supplied (see
Chapter 2, Figure 2.1). Statistical analysis suggested that the
cause of, tltis rise was due to:
increaaes in ttre number of cotts.
increases in the flush nilk supplied trer cow.
The increase in flush nilk trnr coqt was found to be related to
better ttran normal Snstrre gnowth in recent years (based on tlre
days of eoiL rcisture deficit technique deveLoPed by Maunder
(1979)), and a general growth in Srroductlvity Eer eow (Equations
7.1 and 7.2).
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Equation 7.1: Daily Peal< !{ilk Flow Per Cow
Pt = -522.16 + 0.0322 f1-1 + 0.2693 t
where
P = peak rnilk flow in lltres per cow
f = total annual nrilkfat produced Per cow, kilogran/cow
t = calendar year
and
t2 = 92N
df = 1O
Equation 7.2: Annual Milkfat Per Cow
ft = 162.51 - 1.057 Sfeb - 1.198 Sps6
wtrere
SFeb = days of soil nolsture def,icit ln the rcnth of February
at Rual<ura
t2 = 88t
df = 10
No further analysis was carried out to determine the causes of the
increase in cow productivity, but industry sources have suggested
genetic improvement, changes in cow breed and changes in farm
nanagement practiees which have natched nrore preci,sely Snstrrre
gro.rttr with the f,eed requirements of the cowso
The capital cost required to enable processing of the extra
at the flush is derived in Table 7.1 where the capital eost
1 18.
trri1k
of
recent company investrnents is divided by the daily maximum caPa-
city of the plant. Rather than using t}le least cost of $17'20OAl
it is suggested that the figure of $21'500/k1 averaged over all
investments is nore reasonable. To choose the lorver figure would
inpLy ttrat all new investments should be wholenilk lnwder fac-
tories which is not satisfactory over the long tern with res;rcct to
product rnix and product pricing conditions. To this capltal cost
the non-processing cost overheads should be added, but these were
found to represent only 6.31 of total costs, and so were ignored
frorn the analysis.
The NETPLAN nodel was used to determine the marginal net revenue
per kilolitre of nilk supplied in each nonth. The PurPose of ttris
was to quantify tlre benefit of the product diversification that
can occur only in non-flush Sroduction n13nths. llhe marginal reve-
nue \das found by solving the rrariable revenue conPany moel for
each nonthr €rrd then increasing the overall supply by a small Per-
centage. Ttre change in net revenue was then divided by the change
in supply.
lltre difference in narginal revenue between a kllolitre of nilk
arrlving off peak and at the flush was calculated and these
figures are shown in Table 7.2. Ttris table shows only the benefit
of shifting one kilolitre on one day fron the flush to another
period. It ls nore reagonable to suPPose that a whole npnthrs
production would be shifted so ttrat increasing the rnarginal bene-
1 19.,
f,t t by a factor of 30 ls nequ*.red' fFr €1ra!$r1€, ahi.G!!r1$ a ldlo-
trtrfpe fp At$ttrgt lrouXGl teaul.t in a beneft t of S?5O. l$,rLs Sroduct
dtrlersl,ficetion bene,fitr ho.wev,err is relati,vety suel.l Gonll*red
xrttft f|re eapttat sa*riagg g,h[eh ixorliA a6ctlle fx'.e4 off gner- lr,a$uc-
ti@i Frr=ttiegr ,1!, f.he trltocbsg of trxsalc shtf,ting ras cont,tnued. Go
the igxtnene thre sugptr3i sqfi?e Tould becqF€ tectirngrlller 4nd tl}qre
nouLd be ao narginal benefit at alt froo off lnak supply.
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Table 7.2: Value of Diverting 1 Kilolitre of }tilk Fron Peak to
Off Peak Processlng
![onth
ilxre
iluly
Augrust
Septenber
October
November
Decenber
January
Sebruary
March
April
May
Increase in Net Variable Revernre ($ Ster kf )
56
68
25
1 .80
o
1 .70
3.80
22
25
27
41
45
Note: Using current (1982) lnternational product prices.
Based on industry judgernents on the likely increaseg in covt num-
bers and eow productivity described in Equations 7.1 and 7.2, the
long run annuaL increase in the flush rrolune was estirnated to be
1.321 (BBA, '1981, II). For the NZCDC, a one kilo]-itre increase in
f,lush nilk requires this grorth rate to be applied to 33 farms.
Thus ttre maximum incentive whlch could be paid 5nr farm to
encourage an alteration in the suppLy Pattern is 9651.5O per year
based on the capital cost trnr kilolltre{erlved in Table 7.1.
There are many alternative ways in whlch ttre shifting of the peak
could be nranaged (and therefore the basis on which the incentive
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is lnid) and these are currently being investigated by the con-
pany. For exanple, the shift could be applied evenly over all
farms, or a few farns could be selected who would nake dramatic
changes to tlreir production cycles. Ttre location of farns may
also be important. Farns ln the warmer north could be encouraged
to produce earlier, v*rilst t[ose in t]re south could produce later,
thereby exaggerating ttre existing variation in supply patterns.
An insurance problem
One cause of temSrorary factory cl.osure is tlre explosion of railk
powder and air nixtures. Although an infrequent event
(approximately once every ttro years) NESPLAN was used to deternine
the loss of profit arising out of the need to divert urilk away to
nore renote or less profitable factories. fhis involred closing
each factory down one at a tine at critical Points of ttre annual
production cycle. Ttle results enabled the company to compare the
coats of insurance w'ith the costs of implenenting improved Process
control equipment.
Takeovers and nergers
lltre inpact of urerging with smaller dairy conpanies in the region
has been detern"ined by estimating supply and capacities of the
target com;ranies and incorporating the data into a NETPLAN modeL.
For reasons of commercial eonfidentiality these studies cannot be
discussed in gireater detail, but the basic nethodologY is
described in Chapter 8.
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Product price decisions
Sometimes the Dairy Board has a sudden increased requirement for a
particular product' and negotiations take place to deternine an
acceptable price. NETPLAII can be used to carry out a quick analy-
sis to find the nininum acceptable price, using the global product
denand feature of the model, in addition to exploring other pro-
duction ramifications of the contract.
Cross-validation with the Production Planning LP
A number of experiments were carried out to courpare the companyrs
production planning LP (Chapter 3) with NETPIAN. An early version
of the NETPLAN model was used, (with 65 cells and the COG distance
nethod) to solrre the production planning schedule for
nid-septernber 1980. Ort of a company net realization of $939'000
(as deternined by the LP) there \tas a $31000 difference (0.31)
which was attributed to:
. differences in the undelling of transSnrt
differences in byproduct selling prices (See Chapter 4)
. differences in the way yields are calculated.
Transport costs and distances t ere conpared with actual opera-
tionaL results and the tP results for the sane period. One mn
used factory ninimum caPacties set to ttre qr:antity of niLk
actually processed by the company (Rr:n I) and Run II used nininum
capacities set equal to the factory fLow allocated by the LP.
Table ?.3 shows the results, wtrere it is noted that the LP nodel
over predicted distance by 48t and the NETPLAN model over Pre-
dicted by 20* (Run r).
Table 7.3: tra
Actual NETPI,AN NETPLAN
Run I Rtrl II
8242
36162
e244
43469
19182
8244
44428
19605
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LP
8225
53700
2371 4
l.lilk processed, kI
distance, kn
coat, $
Note: LP distance calsulated fron mean comPany trans5nrt cost and
load data.
This study led to the development of tlre ex;rected travelllng
salegman distances method described in Chapter 4 which gives nuch
nore accurate distance prediction (Appendix 1 ).
Renote farm nill< collection
The New Zealand Dairy Board wished to evaluate the Snssibility of
charging renotely loeated dairy farms a udlk collection fee (the
current gayout nethod was such that all farms in effect trnid the
sane cost per kilolitre of nrilk supplted). llhe NETPIAN model was
required to produce the distribution of tanker trip l-engLhsl
assurning that farms supplied the closest factory with ayailable
capacity. Ttris type of report was not produced by the mdelr but
a progran for the nticro-courputer ltas quickly develoEpd to derive
the requ|red results fron ttre transPort Plan reports (ChaPter 6,
Table 6.1 ).
lftre number of tanker trips, t, required to collect nilk from a net
cell was calculated, from Ear/l where v = volume and L = average
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collection load size (in kilolitres). Ttre dlstance trEr tripr d
was calculated from d = T/(tc) where T = total collection cost
from netcell, and c = trans;lort coat per kilomtre. The distribu-
tion of trip distances d was then calculated and is grven in Table
7.4 fot three 5=riods. Due account was taken of the regional
variation in load size and transport costs. Table 7.5 comSrares
the results of this analysis rrith the availabl-e data from cout;nny
operations. Differences are attributed to use of a distance ni.ni-
nlsing npdel compared with actual operation wtrere Sroduct prices
and costs would have aff,ected the transport pattern. E(cess town
milk supply was also excluded from the analysis, wtrich accounts
for some of ttre nariation in nean trip length.
The distance suggested as the level at which tlre remote collection
fee should be charged was 60 kilonretres. Frosr Table 7.4 it ean be
calculated that for October 25t of farms are this distance or
greater from the closest available factory (16t for August and 25t
for January).
lltre cost of collecting nrilk from a farm 60 kn di.stance is approxi-
nately $4.50/kl to $5.50/kl deSnnding on tanker capacity. In com-
parison w'ith the rnarginal benefit of processing this srilk (see
previous section on rsmoothing the flushr), this transport cost is
very snall and ttre proposal was abandonedr because of the Snesibi-
lity of a negative imSnct on total milk supply. Moption of such
a proposal could also have inhibited the rational location and
investnent of new factories, gince farmers in an area threatened
with closure of a redundant factory w-ithout the trnssibility of a
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replacenent l'n their locality night find thenselves liable to pay
the renote collection fee.
Table 7.4: lnip l,ength Distributions
Trip Length
(kn)
0< 10
10 < 20
20< 30
30< 40
40< 50
50< 60
60< 70
70< 80
80< 90
90 < 100
100 < 1lo
1 1O and over
Loails (n)
nean (kn/Eip)
node (lur/Eip)
Prognrtion of Trips (t)
Augrust October ilanuary
0
22.3
22.O
19.0
14.8
5.5
4.5
2.8
3.5
O.7
0.0
418
449.O
40.9
20+/-1O
2.7
26.7
18.1
12.9
10.0
4.9
8.7
4.6
1.1
o.7
1.5
8.1
870,0
42.?
15+/-5
0.9
25.4
19.1
1 3,7
10.1
5.9
6.5
5.9
1.6
1.9
0.5
9.3
679.0
44.O
15+/-5
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Table ?.5: Comparison of model results with actual operational
results (october)
supply (kI)
Distance (kn)
Trips
Mean (kur/trip)
I'todeli
9842
37125
870
42,7
1 979-80
91 65
40694
1058
38.5
1 980-81
1 0431
39483
1 069
36.9
7.6
rTown ndlk supply surplus excluded in the npdel' but included in
actual operational resuLts.
NETPLAN has had rrarious indirect effects on improving the
companyts planning. For exampler encouraging the development of
better data collection systems. Cornputer gnraphics have extended
into other areas in the comPany such as factory floor 5roduction
nonltoring and for supplementing ttre output results fron tlre pro-
duction tP. Ttre rnajor imPact, however, has been to enable and to
encourage tlre com;nnyrs planners to consl-der the broaderr comPany
wide iurgncts of ttreir decisions.
Conclusions
The Decision SupSnrt Systen implemented in
support top-nanagement decision naking in a
tions in addition to ttre location planning
the outset.
ttre DSS evolved over a number of years
planning requirements and the desire to
results. The resulting DSS comprises:
the NZCDC is used to
wide range of applica-
problem considered at
in resSnnse to both new
improve the accuracY of
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. A nethodological. framework for carrying out long-range
planning studies whieh emphasises a gtandard analytical
approach, standardised data definiti.ons and tlre integration
of decision-makers t reguirements wlth the analytlcal
approach.
. A nathenatical uodel whose logic and data has been well
tested and vaLidated under a range of applications.
. An interactive graphics-oriented couputer configuration which
pernits ttre rrcdel to be used in a tirnely and effectivte
oiltln€E.
. A staff analyst based within the conpany who has respon-
sibtlity for interpreting decision-nakers I ideas' analysing
them, (as appropriate) using tlre model, and commtrnicating the
results to ttre decision-nakers. ltre analyst works within the
planni.ng franework and has conplete responsibilitlt and
control over uSxiating the mdelrs data.
. A tean of decision-nakers wtro have an understanding of ttre
modelrs framework such that ttrey can take advantage of it for
their pLanning reguirenents.
The DSS has a wide degree of acceptability as a complement to the
company's decision rnaking processes. lfhe w'ide range of applica-
tions supports this observaCion and highlights ttre overall flexi-
bility of the nodelllng and imPlementation approaches.
The next ehapter describes a nore detailed application of the
rnodel to industry level strategic decision making' in which loca-
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tion planning formed a less important aspect.
CHAPTER 8
NETPLAN TO II{I/ESTIGATE THE BENEFITS OF
SOUTH AUCKLAND AT.ID BAY OF PLENIY
L29.
INDUSTRY RESTRUCTSRING IN
DAIRY INDUSTRY
THEUSE OF
8.1
8.2
fntroduction
lltris chapter describes how NET?IAN was used to contribute to a
large strategic planning exercise concerned with restructing the
dairy industry in the South Auckland and Bay of Plenty dairying
regions.
NETPIAII was used not so uruch to aid in factory location, but
rather to indicate transPort cost and processing cost savings
attributable to various reorganisations of ttre industry.
Consequently, a number of sinplifications in the use of NETPI"AN
were made, and these are discussed.
The fornulation of ttre NETPLAIT sub tmdels for this study are
described and brief results are given.
Reasons for the Study
In 1980, the New Zealand Dairy Board outlined its development
strategy up to 1990 (Mehrtens, 1980) with specific reference to
the industry's production capability at ttrat tirne. Ir 5nrticular,
ttre plan called for greatly increased production of cheese, rela-
tive to current levels of production in butter, casein and nilk
powders.
Following ttre publishing of the strategy, ttre South Auckland and
Bay of Plenty Dairy Conpanies Association, an organisation repre-
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senting the 1 1 dairy companies in the region' decided to com-
nission a study to deternine how ttre region could best meet the
Dairy Boardrs objectives.
Ihe objective of tJle studY was:
"To maximise returns to producers (farners ) by investigating the
degree of restructuring necessary, if any, to meet the require-
ments of the New Zealand Dalry Board for the ;rrovision of adequate
rnanufacturing capacity in terms of product nix capabilities and
within the confines of finance available." (BBA, 1981, I)
Some of tlre issues which gave impetus to the need for a broad
ranging strategic study of the whole region were:
(a) ifhe large capital expenditures reguired over the '1 0 year
period. The Dairy Board estimated these to be of ttre order
of $300 rnillion for tlre region. In addition to the reasong
described in Chapter 2, the capital expenditure was reguired
to enable a greater diversity of products to be manufactured,
as indicated by the Dairy Board strategy.
(b) Competition for urilk supply. Because some comPanies competed
for milk supply in the sane area, this was tttought to
increase nilk collection costs and give rise to individual
companies having excess capacity. This was because companies
anticipate a greater supply ttran they subsequently receive.
(c) Inability of small comSnnies to diversify production. The
smaller companies typically had just one factory producing
8.3
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butter and eittrer nrilk lnwders or caseins. llhe srnall size of
these comSnnies would not permit then to comnit capital to a
cheese factory, unless the snaller comPanies could nerge into
a larger organisation and thereby share the expense.
(d) Increased production flexibllity. If all the companies
analganated, tJlen this would reduce capital reguirenents by
allowing nilk to be diverted fron any farm to any f,actory
whose product was in demand at the best price.
Features of tfre Study Regrion
Table 8.1 shows sunnary statistics for tlre region. The region is
also characterised by a wide rrariation in the densiBr of utilk pro-
duction due to competing land use and productivity, as shown in
Figiure 9.1. Ttre figure also indicates a wide range of expected
urilk production grrowth rates. 1lhe central counties are expected
to have an increase in dairy production of 16t over the 10 years
to 1990, wtrereas in the areas close to Auckland city, production
is expected to decline by 19.5t over the sane Period (BBA, 1981 
'
II).
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Tabrle g.1: Suurnary Statistics for ttre South Auckland and Bay of Plenty
Daj-rying Region
lihrmber of companies
Total number of fanns (suppliers)
Conrpany sizes (suppliers/cornpany)
: Iargest (NZCDC)
I smallest
: g conpanies have 200-500 suppLiers
Total nilkfat processed (1980) tonneg
Annual turnover (1980)
Total nunber of cows (1979)
Peak daily milk supply (1980-81), kilolitres
Area of region in dairying, km2
1l
7065
4300
18
1 64000
9500 srillion
1 033000
1 6844
'r 5000
8.4 Carrying out the Study
lltre dairy companies association selected by tender a team of con-
sultants from Barr Burgess Associates Ltd. one of the
associationrs nemlcers, the New Zealand Co'operative Dai.ry Co Irtd,
reconmended the modification and use of the NETPLAN model, becauge
of their satisfaction with the model. As a result, Part of the
tender specification required that the applicability of NETPLAN to
the stgdy's objectives be examined and compared with alternatives.
The consultantg decided that NETPLAN's interactive operation and
flexibility in terms of sinulating alternative fornations of the
company organisations in the region r/tas a nost farrourable feature.
In Snrticular, ttre detailed representation of supply and transport
8.5
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relationships favored the model over ttre other models described in
Chapter 3 (BBA, 198'l 
' 
I).
llaving nade the choice of NEIPLAN advice ms given in the for-
mulation and operation of the model with respect to data collec-
tion, data aggrregation and the general approach to investigating
the economic features of various organisational structures. Some
training of the consultants in the use of the NEfPLAN model was
also carried out.
ltre Alternative Organisational Strategies
Following discussions with all the dairy contrnnies, four alter-
native organisational strategies were chosen for analysis. These
were:
(a) Status Quo - where the 1 1 coupanies were left in their 1980
situation.
(b) Independants Combine 
- 
where aII the suraller comSnnies would
conbine into trro larger comSnnies r otl€ based in the Waikato
(seven companies) and the other in ttre Bay of Plenty (three
conpanies). NZCDC tlould stay intact as a geparate company.
(c) Single Cornpany - where aII the companies amalgamate.
(d) Reglonal Conrpanies 
- 
where a complete restructuring of supply
and company orrJnership was proposed. The restructuring
involved dividing up the whole region into six areas, with
all rnilk supply being processed by one company in that €lE€Eo
Each courpany would have one or more factory sites.
8.6
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Analytical Approach
For each of the strategies, ttre analytical approach adopted was:
(a) Deterurine ttre 1980 and 199O plant capacities. For 1980 this
was identical to the currently existing situation- For 1990
this involved surveying ttre capital expenditlrres in facility
up,grading which were likely to occur over the planning period
or ttre gnrticular strategy. For the regional grouping and
single comFany strategies' this involned using NRIPLAN to
test variations on the location of extra faciLities to deter-
nrine their optiural location in 199O. The best sub-oPtions
for '1990 were subsequently used as the basis for comparisons
between the strategies.
(b) Set up the NEEPTAN nettrork distance, supply and factory data
files for each of ttre strategies, and use NETPIAN to deter-
mine the rrariable transtrnrt and processing costs for each
strategy in 1980 and 1990. These costs were then added to
the investment costs associated with the strategy. Product
prices were not included in the nodel. Instead total global
annual production reguirements were egtablished reflecting
Dairy Board production requlrements.
(c) Using predictions of rnilk suPPly, and product market require-
ments (BBA, 1981, II) annual costs for the intervening years
were interpolated from the 1980 and 1990 results. From ttris
data, the total costs of the strategy over the 10 year trnriod
were calculated.
8.7
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It was decided not to run ttre NHIPLAN model for each of the 10
years due to the time involved. Further' assumptions would have
trad to be made concerning the tining of individual plant upgrading
and expansion. NETPLAN could have been used to assist in naking
these timing decisions as described in Chapter 5. llowever' since
the study was cbncerned with strategic organisational aspects
rather than the specific detail of how and when the 1990 produc-
tion capability rdas to be achieved, the accuracy obtained from
additional runs was considered by the consultants to be
inappropriate (BBA' 1981, III).
the NETPLAI{ l.lodels
Different sets of data were required for the analysis of each of
the strategies in the 2 yeats, although ttrere were a nunber of
colnnon features wtrich characterise ttre size and conplexity of the
NEf,PLA!{ nodels used.
Ttre 7065 farm supplies were analganated into 238 suppJ-y cells.
Most of ttrese cells ttere squares of side length 5 km. These
supply cells were also amalgamated into 9 subregions for which
supply growth rates were calsulated. These growth rates were used
to generate the 1990 12 nonth supPly profile for each supply cell'
using the SUPGEN progran.
Tlrenty-nine factories, (existing and new) were considered with up
to five processes at each factory, and up to four products and by-
products being nanufactured per Process. Altogether 18 different
product categorie€t ltere specified.
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For the single company model, 157 inter factory (diversion)
distances trere neasured. A further 557 supply cell to factory
distances were calcuLated using the ETSCALC progran (ChaPter 3).
This involved detennining cartesian co-ordinates for alI 7055
farms, and neasuring 150 bridging distances between bridge Snints
and factories. The resulting distance network tlrereby Eermitted
naximum flexibility in nilk transport for ttre network formulation.
Ttris model had 145 nodes and 1245 arcs. A typical solution mn
for all 12 nonthly 5nriods cost $400 in conputer charges.
For the status quo strategy ttto distance network and supply files
were set up: one for NZCDC and ttre other for ttre independent com-
panies. No transhipment of rnilk between conElanies was trnrnitted.
The results of using the rmdel for these two data sets were com-
bined to give a total analysis of the strategy.
For tlre independants combine rrcdel, the input data nas sirnilar to
the status quo npdel, except that the distance netsork was
expanded to allow nilk novenent between the independent companies.
A different set of factory data was also required reflecting the
alternative investurent prop,osals.
The regional companies nodel used a distance netrrork file sisrilar
to the single company strategy, except ttrat mvenent of BiIk bet-
ween the six areas wag not allowed. Ttris met tlre requirenent for
six seLf contained supply and processing ar€&s.
costs rdere measured in '1 979 terrns; no account for inflation
made, and no discounting of future costs was carried out,
A11
was
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partly due to ttre fact that cire tirrrirg of capical expenditures was
not determined.
Another simplification was ttrat a standard set of product yields
was used. These ignored differences in nilk quality, processing
efficiencies, and variations in neasurement Snocedures.
From a production planning viewpoint, tttis sittpU-fcation could
cause sub-optinal allocation of nilk to factories and process€s.
However for the strategic planning appllcation, where differences
between alternatives were being considered then all alternatives
would be nore or less equally sub-optinal. Ttrese differences
would reasonably reflect true differences in benefits.
In addition this simplification was appropriate since the huge
data requirenents and the task of standardising the yield data
sould have drawn resources away from what were regarded as lpre
imtrnrtant aspects of the study.
tlodel Verification
Verification of the npdel was carried out by the consultants using
the 1990 status guo model. Both the product nixes by factory and
cost analysis generated by tJle mdel conpared rrery well with
actual data. Table 8.2 shows the srodel costing analysis compared
with the Dairy Board nAnalysis of l,tanufacturing and Marketing
Accountsr (BBA, 1981, III).
TabLe 8.2: Cost Analysis Verification
Milk: variable processing costs
fixed overhead costs
Cream: variable processing costs
fixed overhead costs
Transport costs
*Note: excludes Bl'lP and whey
reworking and butter 5ntting
Results
processing costs as well
costs.
Model Results
$ (n)
25.298
33.79'l
9.305
7.552
75.952
14.291
9e0.243
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Dairy Board
Analysis*
I (m)
59.686
)
)
)
) 1 6.5 32
76.218
14.154
990.372
as AliiF
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Table 8.3 summarises ttre results of tlre economic analysis orrer the
10 year planning period. The status guo strategy t*as taken as a
eontrol, and ttre differences in costs betrveen the other strategies
and the control are ghown.
The principal result ig ttrat, as expected, the single comPany
strategy shows the gareatest Snssible cost savings of 996 nrillion
when comgrared wittr tlre status quo. Hotev.r tlre regional comtrnnies
strategy was very close, achieving virtually identical transtrnrt
and processing cost savings.
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Table 8.3: Economic Effects over 10 Years ($n savings in costs compared
wittr rstatus quor strateg'y) (BBA' 1981 , III)
Independents
Conbine
1 .985
1 0. 255
2. OOO
Regional Single
Companies Company
14.720
20.450
1 .850
1 5. 840
20.240
2.300
Transp,ort savings
Processing savings
Adrni nistrative savings
Sub-total: operating coets
Capital savings
Total
'1o.270
42.200
37.O20
51 .660
38. 380
57.650
Note: Transport costs include
collection co6ts. Processing
costs.
52.47
inter-factory
costs include
88.69 96.03
diversion costs and
fixed and variable
Bhe reduction in transport costs contributed substantiaily to tlre
benefits achieved by ttre regional and single conPany strategies.
Further, the transtrnrt savinq comPonent increased from $1.304
million in 1980 fe $2.467 miILLon in 199O. The proportion of
transport cost savings to annual operating cost savings also
increased indicating that tlre advantages of a nore rational
industry gtructure r*ould become greater as time trEssed on. This
ratio increased fron 38t in 1980 to 56t in 1990.
USnn considering non-quantifiable aspects of ttre two rpst econoulic
strategies, ttre consultants recommended the adoption of the
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regional sttrategy by the industry. After discussing the
consultantrs report (BBA, 1981, III summarised in (NZDE, 198'lt
III) ) the companies could not agree on the recommendations. Since
then, however, some progress has been made with regard to indepen-
dent companies combining, whiLe soure farmers have chosen to *ritch
to supplying the NZCDC Ltd. (NZDE' 1982, I, II)
8.10 Conclusions
Ttre NEBPLAN model was used by a tean of consultants to investigate
the econonic benefits of restructuring the dairy Srrocessing
industry ln ttre South Auckland and Bay of Plenty regions.
Although the model was considerably larger (in terns of data
requirements and network formulation) than the earlier NZCDC ver-
sion, its gnrformance completely satisfied the consultants.
Nevertheless a number of sirnPlifications to the ttodel were
ernployed for reasons of cost, time and effort, and the fact that
the model was used to solve a strategic problem, rather ttran a
nore specific factory location tytrE of problem.
Cost savings of nearly $10O million over 10 years were indicated
by ttre nodel for the most eeonomic strategies. The importance of
transport as a conPonent of total cost \tas re-enphasised, through
cost savings €rmounting to nearly 92.5 nillion trnr year at the end
of ttre planning horizon, wtrich represented 56t of the annual
operating cost savings.
Overall, the adaptation of the model proceeded in an orderly
manner according to a planned schedule. Ttris indicates first that
141 ,
ttre deslgu of NglELAr{ was suffieiently flexible to ueet new
plannlnE requi.repents. Second' tliat the qqdeL waE in a usetri
oriented form eagnble of belng taken ov,er anrd used by Ipo6tl.e wlro
had been conplately urrretrated to tbe initi,aL nodel devetr oErnent
activlty.
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CHAPTM, 9
co!rc&usroNs
9.1
9.2
Introduction
This chapter summarises ttre
nade by tJre current study.
research are made.
Suurnrary of results
main conclusions and contributions
Indications about areas for further
The Srincilnl obJective of the current study was to estabLish a
Decision support System for application to location planning and
other long tern corporate planning tasks in a dairy products manu-
facturing conp€lo!. Ttris objective was net by integrating a set of
trnwerful nathenatical npdelllng techniques with a user-oriented
conputer systenr. Implementation of ttris hardware and softvare
w:lthln ttre cornpany's decision nraking procedures was achieved
through establishing an appreclation of the mdelrs capabilities
wlttr the company's decision makers cornbined with appropriate docu-
ruentation, trainingr and validation.
Features contributing to ttre guccessful adoption by the conpany of
the DSS were:
(a) The use of a developnental nodelling appr:oach. That is, a
repeating cycle of problem exanination or review, model for-
mulation, validation and irnplernentation. Each cycle incor-
porated some aspects of the previous model' so that
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con[arative testing could be carried out. Tttis process also
facilitated user acceptance since less learning was reguired
to become fasr:iliar with the new rnodel.
(b) Use of rodelling formulations wttlch were readily explalnable
to courpany trnrsonnel: netrvork prograuuuingt expected tra-
velling salesman distances; discounted cash flow; fixed cost
ninimization heuristics .
(c) A fast, interactive system whieh Snrnitted rapid npdel eva-
luatton and timely application to planning problens.
(al) Minimization of user f,rustration due to hardware or softvtare
failure or other interuption through use of
- nicroconputer for off-Iine data editing and gnraphing
tasks.
- independent prograns (NgfPI"AlI' NEIAG etc) which com-
nunicated with each other via Snrnanent (disk) storage.
(e) Maximization of model understanding through a variety of com-
puter grenerated grraphics and special-purpose rePorts.
(t) other progranrning aPProaches which had ttre objective of
inproving ttre rhands onr userrs effectiveness:
- nodel presolution feasibility checking
- 
speedy command entry checking
ability to 'fteezer a nodelrs data for use at a later
sesslon.
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(S) Last, but not least, was the general company interest and
support, and the capability and enthusiasm of the companyrs
staff analyst.
Scott-llorton (see Chapter 3) suggested that successful computer-
aided planning was associated with the provision of computer suP-
port for a small, elearly identified and reasonably
sell-understood component of ttre overall planning Process and the
siurplicity of the related computer systems developurent. He also
suggested that success was not related so much to the Level of
sophistication of the management sci.ence npdels involved.
Although the initial intention of tttis study tas to accePt these
suggestions the results have indicated the converse. Although the
computer system which resulted appears to the user as being rela-
tively simple, what Lles wlthin the rblack boxr certainly is not.
The initial locatlon planning task apgnared simple, but when the
seasonal and annual variations in milk supply' tanker load size,
and product prices were considered aLong with the fact that a
rgreen field' approach was a completely inpractical solution, the
planning process becomes rather less clear. SimPIe nodels \{ere
initially used in order to neet the courpany's immediate require-
nents. But the company itself recognised the limitation of the
simpler rpdels and thereby suplnrted the development of lrcdels
ttrat could approach a more ideal or optimal solution.
This supports ttre recent findings by Hederstierna (1982) who
carried out a survey to determine what ctraracteristics of a DSS
were rated as important to different Eersonnel in the management
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hierarchy of a pubJ.ishing company. IIe found that v*tereas tlre
'hands onr user preferred a fast, simple modelr llor€ senior mana-
gers preferred that all relevant factors be considered and that an
optimal solution was likeLy to be found.
ResuJ-ting from this work, then, have been contributions to the
methodology of "enhancing the coupling of hunan skill and judge-
ment w'ittr the ... lbster of conputer systems" (5cott-Morton) with
particuj-ar reference to corporate-level planning. Sone contribu-
tion has been nade to the field of applied netvrork progranning.
In trnrticular, a method of coping wlth a multiple product and by-
product demands rurder varying Process yields was degcribed.
The benefits of a well structured network, employing the concePt
of rphases I rr€re emphasised. These benefits are: ability to carry
out lre-solution feasibility checking and ease of exSnnding the
model to achieve greater realisn.
Inprovements r,Nere rnade to Sars heuristic procedure for nininizing
fixed costs, rrith ordinary and overtime variable costs. These
improvements resulEed from taking advantage of the structure of
the problem under consideratj-on, in addition to eurploying
Balinskirs relaxation as a starting basis for the rdrop phaser of
the heuristic. llhe benefit achieved was ttrat a good solution to
the fixed charge probleru could be obtained in a short, reasonably
predictable time. ConcurrentJ.y, an indication as to the naximun
degree of suboptimality was provided to the user so that he could
choose whether or not to continue the search procedure.
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Eilon et alrs method of predicting the tour length of a t:avelling
salesman rras found useful in predicting the road distance tra-
velled by a rnilk tanker' Extensions were made in tlrree aspects of
their method:
(a) coping with ttre nonthly variation in nilk supplied 5nr farm
(ttrat is, a seasonally varying number of sustoners \,tere
visited per trip).
(b) coping with ttre non-ideal transport network through the
introduction of measured tbridging distances I between a fac-
tory and lpoup of farrns.
(c ) integrating the resulting hybrid expected travelling salesman
distances rnodeL w'ith a network flow model.
In conclusion, ttre DSS that was develop,ed had a high degree of
realisrn, yet was flexible and fast enough in operation to a1low
its use in a wide range of corporate planning activities. These
activities included location and timing of factory capacity
investnentsi takeover, merger and industry rationalization
studies; and an insurance problem.
9.3 Further research
The nodel and data as currently established forn a base u;nn which
lnore comprehensive or nore detailed models could be developed.
The nrodel ean be used to identify to some extent wtrat the company
could gain from, fot exanple, a model which carries out a multi-
p,eriod optimization including flxed daily and annual costs.
(Section 5.4).
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This could be approached using the network formulation used by
Klingnan et aI (1975) in their cotton ginning problem, although
their model did not handle nore than one product type.
The DSS could be reoriented in order to deal with both long term
and short term (prcduction) planning requirenents. For example,
the rcdel solution output indicating which fam groups supply
which factories could be integrated with a tanker scheduling pro-
cedure such as ttrat of Roper (1991). The optinal nix of overtime
and shifts worked at a given factory on a given day can be incor-
porated into ttre current formulation by replacing the factory
input and process allocation phases (phases IV and V, Chapter 4)
with three new phases. llhese are a naster factory phase, a shift
phase and an allocation phase (Figure 9.1). The master factory
phase sinply specifies the nraxinum quantity of milk that can be
processed by a factory operating continuously (3-shifts). Next,
ttre milk is allocated into one of a number of arcs representing a
one shift, two shift or three shift factory. The capacity of
these arcs represents the rnaxinun possible for the Snrticu1ar
shift (ordinary time plus overtime) as in Section 5.2. A fixed
cost for the nunrber of shifts is associated with each arc.
Finally, in ttre process allocation phase' an ordinary time and
overtime net variable revenue and process capacity are specified'
as in Section 5.2
In solving this lrroblem, ttre naster factory phase would only be
active in the Balinski relaxation and the subsequent Balinski drop
phase (Appendix 2). It would ensure that milk was not allocated
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simultaneously to all three factory configurations. It is still
trrcssible that the network progran could allocate nilk to ttre one
shift and two shift operations rather than to the three shift
operation. lfith actual data this is unlikely to oecur since the
fixed costs of operating a factory for three shifts would
generally be less tlran the sum of fixed costs for a one shift and
two shift operation. Ihe Balinski relaxed cost would therefore be
lowest for the three shift operation.
In the add phase and swap phase of the heuristic developed in
Chapter 5, an additional presolution feasibility test would ensure
that no subproblem is solved which has nore than one arc open [Er
factory in the shift phase of the network.
lltris forurulation was inappropriate for the current sbrdy because
the emphasis vJas with longer term rather than tactical planning.
However, ttre current model can be used to test the benefits of
such an improved nodel through ad hoc changes in factory costs and
capacities.
As the conpany continues to diversify its product range and seeks
to increase the rralue obtained from its blproducts, the pure net-
work programning approach will begin to prove inadeguate if a
global optinization is to be achieved. vfhether the generalized
network progranming codes currently under developurent (t{cBride,
1982) will be adequate for this task remains to be seen. The
alternative, a specialized solution procedure for the dairy con-
pany situation rnight prove better in the short run. The
experience in this studyr however, is that the flexibility of
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design and development afforded by a w'idely-applicable technique
such as network programnr:ing pays great dividends in terns of the
modelling effort needed to adapt to new requirernents.
Another general observation is that lirnitations to the mathemati-
cal formulation (e.9. in terms of optimality) can be overcome by
the design of ttre overall DSS within which the nodel is enbedded'
For example wittr graphics display of the nodel rs output' the user
can very much nore rapidly understand the solution and sub-
sequently brne the model in the light of any special constraints
which must be imposed.
Fast program turnaround and simple command entry features also
support this tuning process. For a nore comPlex model' with rnore
data or nore structures (e.9. phases in this modeL, section 4.3)
research into npre effective methods of model manipulation and
solution presentation would be rewarding. For example' adaptation
of much of ttre technology used in Computer Aided Design (cAD) 
'
such as dynamic colour graphicsr light-pen command and data entry,
and multidimensionally oriented software.
Much of what has been said so far has been concerned with
rdeepening' the DSS. Ttrat is, inproving its ability to help solve
the same questions. Effort should aLso be concentrated on iden-
tifying just what kinds of decisions will need to be nade in the
future. l{hat is required here is an integration of such tech-
niques as strategic analysis (Phitips, 1981) and decision analysis
(JORS, 1982, with the flexibility and power of the npre tradi-
tional matheuratical npdelling approach and tbe rapidly developing
1 50.
variety of conputer systems hardware and software.
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APPENDIX 1
CALCUI"A8ION OF TATiIKER DISTA}ICES
A1.l Introduction
llhis appendix describes ttre development of a hybrid model for
diEtance prediction for the travelllng salegnan problem, and vali-
dates the npdel by con5nrison w"ith actual distances travelled by
tankers at the NZCDC. Ttre nrethod is also compared with tJre centre
of gnavity method, wtrlch is shown to severely urisrepresent and
underestinate ttre distances travelled.
A'l .2 E<pected Travelling Salesnan l,lethod
Tlre fornula as ;roposed by Eilon et al (1971 ) for predlcting ttre
total distance travelled by a travelling salesnan visiting a
nunber of customers on one round trip is gtven in Equation A1.1.
This equation assunes:
(a) Custoners distributed over a square area according to a ran-
don unlforn distrlbution.
(b) lfhe trips nade are all optimal "travelllng salesman" routes.
(c) All custoner dlenands are e{ual.
(d) The depot is not located in the centre of the square
(slightly different coefficients are required other*rise).
(e) The salesman can travel in a straight llne from one customer
to another.
Equation 4J..1 =
fl=
where
162 (a)
+ L.0352
tstal distance travelLed to
vi,slt all customelis (farrc) \
sum of Euclidean distance from all
custorners to the depot (factory)
mean niunber of eust6ners visite:d per tri.p
atr€a over which the customers
are scattered
a
1".v2
-?-
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These assumptio* aia not hold for milk collection and so studies
were carried out to conpare the model with actual collection
distances.
Becauge of the tortuous nature of some of the roads in the collec-
tion area, it was found desirable to measure the actual road
distance from the factory to a Snint near the cell. This Snint is
terned a rbridging lnintr and the distance is the rbridging
distancer b. See Figure A1.1. Typicalty, ttre bridging gnint and
distance could be used in the calculations for a number of other
supply cells close by so that not too nany neasurements need to be
nade. The total tanker d.istance travelled can nov, be seen to be
made up of trro components:
(a) Travelling salesman distance within the cell.
(b) Bridging distance trips.
The nunber of t:ips that the tanker must travel along the bridging
distance is given by Equation A1.2. Thus the total distance to be
travelled to wisit al1 the customers is as shown in Equation A1.3.
The npdel in Equation A'1.3 was tested by comparison with a number
of actual individual tanker trips made by tlre conpany. Figure
A1.2 shows a plot of the ractual| versus rpredictedr distances.
The correlation (x2 = 96.0t) was sufficiently high to accept tlre
model. A further validation of the whole distance netrrork nas
later carried out : this is described in Section A1.4.
Because only the value of E varies from period to period, Equation
A1.3 can be rewritten as Equation A1.4, where the concept of
16T (a)
Fig. 4,1,,1 The frdvelling Salesrran qrip
161 (b)
Fig. A1.2
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16j (c)
Equati-on A1.2: Bridging trips
t=2n
-
t = number of trips
n = nr::nber of farms j-n supply cell
where
16j (d)
Equation A1.3: Hybrid distance
\hfl = 2nb + L.1Z + 1.0352 p
--T
b = one-way bridging di-stance
from ce11 brid.ginq point to factory
where
16i (e)
Equatj,on A1, 4 : Distance Seeds
L- 2nb+L.72
\14B- I.035 Z p
where LrB = distance seeds, which are
independent of load, d
fl= L + B
a
A1 .3
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rdistance seedsr is introduced. This equation allowe ttre calcula-
tion of ttre distance seeds to be nade in a comPuter Program'
ETSCALC, wtrich is independant of the NETPLAN urodel progran.
(Refer to Figure 4.1). This improves the sSned of use of NEIPLAN,
sirnplifies its use for the user and reduces ttre anount of data
storage required whilst mnning the nodel since the distance seeds
are fewer in number than the farmr bridge trnint and factory co-
ordinates (896 conpared with 4500). The need to use distance
seeds in NETPLAN, tather ttran a calculated distance is because the
load factor rraries considerably from rronth to nronth' as shown in
Chapter 4, Table 4.6.
Calculation of the Area of Travel
Eilonrs formula, Equation A1.1 assuned a square area over which
the customers are scattered' Ttris is generally untrue, and it was
found that a nore realistic estinate of the t-ravelling area was
required. lfhe approach adopted was:
(a) Calculate ttre area of, ttre minimum sized rectangle which just
bounded all the fanrs in the cell.
(b) Graphically display the farn locations to the us€ro
(c) Obtain from the user his estimate of the
rectangle over wtrich he would expect the
Snrcentage of the
tanker to travel.
rectangular area by(d) Calculate the
the gnrcentage
resuLt of nultiplying the
COV€E.
Because the area is taken
of estination are reduced.
to the trbwer of 0.25, any human errors
For example, assuming a rectangular
A1 ,4
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area of 10O units rrrith an estimation error of +/-5 r:nits, the
error in p0'25 i= +/- 4* when the percentage cover is estinated at
30*. For a p,ereentage cover of 80t the error Ls +/- 1.5t.
Figure A1.3 Ehows two typical NETPLAN model cells and their farms
as displayed to ttre user. The first cell has a rectangular area
of 19 km2 and percentage cover of 75t giving a tanker coverage
area of 13.5 km2. The second cell has a rectangular area of 272
km2, trnrcentage cover of 60* giving a coverage area of 153.2 km2,
Validation of the transport netvrork model
Once ttre distance seeds data had been grenerated, the NETPLAN nodel
ltas run in order to comlnre ttre distances predicted with actual
distances travelled by the companyrs tankers. A rdistance
rninimizationr was carried out subject to the factories being
constrained to process the actuaL anount of nilk handled in the
1979-80 season. There \rere some data incongntibilities:
(a) The cell supply data was for 1980-81, It was assuned that
the overall npnthly pattern of supply trould be unchanged frora
1979-80, so the supply data was scaled to match that for
1 979-80.
(b) 1'he distance network data was for 1980-81 . Three factories in
1979-80 had been closed down and had not been incorporated
into the network. The 1979-80 milk supplies handled by these
factories were therefore added to the nearest available fac-
tories.
16j (a)
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(c) The actuaL distances travelled and number of trips made were
available for the 15th day of the nonth, wtrilst the number of
farms visited and factory utilization were available for the
20th day of the npnth. The rrolume of milk collected was the
average for the nonth.
Despite these inconpatibilities, the results gave a satisfactory
correlation (r2 = 98.g*). Ttre data is gnaphed in Figure A1.4.
The rpdel, tended to overpredict with respect to actual, and tlris
is lnrt1y explained by the shutdown of ttre three factories
reguiring extra transport to be carried out. Other reasons for
variance are related to the assunptions in the updel given in
Section A1.2.
A useful refinement found fron this experiment \f,as that the rralue
of E in Equation A'1.4 had to be determined from the ratio of the
total number of farms in the company divided by trips nade in the
uronth, as compared with the actual numlrer of farms visited per
trip in a month. In urost months ttris ctistinction had no effect
since rtotalr and 'actualt were more or Less identical. In the
Iow supply months of !{ay, June and Ju1y, fewer farms were actually
wisited (251 for June compared with the total number of 4,485).
The distance seeds ln Equation A'1.4r however, are calculated on
the basis that all farms will be visited and so would substan-
tially overpredict distances in these three npnths. Use of this
refined definition of E overcomes the bias.
't66 (a)
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E<perimental Comtnrison of Tvo Methods of Distance Prediction
An earlier model of the NZCDC rnilk nodel ernployed the centre of
gravity nrethod (COc) for esti-mating cell to factory distances.
This section reports on a com;nrison of the COG method and ttre
hybrid expected travelling salesman method used in ttre current
nodel.
The COG nethod used was:
(a) Using all ttre farn locations in a particular cell, determine
the nean x and y location. This is the centre of grravity
(coc).
(b) I'teasure the road distance from the COG to the required fac-
tory.
Costs per unit of flow were calculated from Equation A1.5.
It can be seen that this lnethod will give rise to a distorted
representation of the transport costs. For example, consider a
ceII whose COG happens to coincide with the factory's location.
In thi,s case (d = 0) and no transtrnrt cost would be incurred. In
reality, the tanker does travel a flnite distance around ttre fac-
tory, and ttris is predicted appropriately when Equation Al.3 is
used.
Ttre experiment cornparing the ETS and COG nethods involved using
the NEfPLAI{ nodels to minimise transport costs subject to all
supplies being processed, and using a typical set of factory capa-
cities. No minimum capacities were set. Table A1.l shows the
i67 (a)
Equation A1.5: Centre of Gravity Network Costs
where
d = distance from celI to factory, km
t = transport cost per km
k = tanker load carried, kl
c= 2dt
k
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actual- capacigles used, and differences for the two rnethods for October anil
August. Ttre table shor{s that some large differences occur. 9fhen
percentage differences are considered Ehere is a tendency tovtards greater
variatlon in Augrust. This effect i.s summarised by calculating the nean of
the absolute value of the percentage differences (!|.A.P.D.) as shown at the
boteon of the table. This greater varlation in August arises because none
of tlre milk fLows to the factories are linlted by the factory capacitiea in
that month. Ir octob€r four of the ten factories have reacbed maxinurn
capacity.
Table A1.2 compares the total dlstance travelled under the tso methods.
The COG mettrod underestlnates the distance travelled when conpared with the
ETS method, as ttas expected,
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Table A1.2: Total Collection Distances for the ETS and COG
Methods
October August
ETS COG ETS COG
Distance, km 41,071 25'425 25181 5 22,300
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APPENDIX 2
THE ITERATION PROCEDTJRE FOR GLOBAI, PRODUCT CI3NSSRAINTS
Ihe yield of product per unit of nilk varies from factory to factory (see
section 4.3). However the constraints on tlre gJ.obal demand arc must be
expressed in ruri'ts of nilk rather than in Sroduct units. Ueing ttre mean
product yield would not generally give correct results so an iteration pro-
cedure is required which rraries ttre denand and conetraints wttil certaln
conditions Ef,€ rn€t.
The iteration procedure operates as follovts:
1. Calculate a nean yield y for ttre ;rroduct for ttre eonSnny as a wtrole, by
divid5.ng naximun possible com1xrny production of the product by the oilk
flow required to achieve this level of production.
2. Use y to calculate rninimum and maximum capacities (1 and u) on the Elo-
bal product demand arcr in terns of the nilk input.
l=s/y
u=r/y
where q and r are ttre lower and upSnr product requirements.
3. So1ve ttre netvrork, using ttre previoue optinal basis if one exists.
4. Calculate the total amount of product rnade h using process flows and
inclividual process yields from the network solution.
5. Calculate the flow f required to produce h.
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6. Calculate ys the resulting mean company yield of product per unit of
nilk fl-ow along the globa1 product demand arc.
Yr = h/f
7. Terminate ttre iteration procedure only if ttre total amount of product
made falls w'ithin ttre product nininum and maximum production required.
(e-Y)(=h(=(r+Y1
where y is used as a tolerance because the network flows are allocated
in integral nultiples of kllolitres of nilk.
A second ternination eondition requires ttrat the value of, y used to set
the minirnum and maximun arc constraints is reasonably close to the
resulting average unit yield (otherrise the are constraints would be
incorrectly specified).
(y-e1 <=yr4=(y+e)
e = atolerancefactor
8. If the ternination conditions are not metr then re-estinate y using y"
and the previous value of y then 90 to step 2
y'=my+(l-gl)yr
where ts = a weighting factor between O and 1.
yt = re-estinate of y.
The smoothing function is required because the narginal value of y may
not be equal to the mean rralue of y.
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Values of e anril n found-to be Eogt eff,ective fere 0.OOS aird 0.2 respee-
t-!veXy. lf,lre iterat.flon procedure uguaLly terminates nithtn five itera-
tions.
Altlrougrh Figrr-re 4.5 and tlle above proaedure deesribe just one global
groduct desand arc, 
,th€ NEIPLAN nodel. atay hav€ nore ttraa one &rnand
iEc. In tlrts sase the termination condi-tions in Step ? niiet be
eatisf,.ledl sinul.taneously !y all ttie different produets.
II
I
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APPENDIX 3
THE MODIFID FIXED CTIARGE HEURISTIC PROCEDTIRE
itris appendlx outlines ttre npdified heuristic procedure for solving the
fixed charge problem described in Chapter 5. In addition to the varlables
described in that chapter the following are enployed:
status = array of length equal to the number of fixed
charge irlcso
The values of status for a given arc (a) are
on, relaxed or off. Depending on the arcrs
status, either the true rrariable costr relaxed
cost (Equation 5.1 ) or Big M cost are included
in the netrrork being solved.
incurnbent = array like status rdhieh holds ttre arc status
for all arcs in ttre current beet found
solution.
found = bool,ean flag indicating whettrer a new incurnbent has been
found.
urarked = array used to keep track of whether an arc has been dropped
or added. If narked (a) = true then the arc will not be
selected again.
ak = the Iast arc to be ilropped or Balinski - drop6nd.
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a1 = arc to be added.
ao = arc to be droPSnd.
= solution flow vector fron ttre out-of-Kilter algorithm.
Xinc = best found solution flos \rector.
= shadow price vector.
Pinc = best found shadow Prlce vrector.
lftre criteria for arc selection were given in Chapter 5. Ttre 'golver process
includes pre-feaslbility tests and calculation of, true (unrelaxed) costs, T.
For solution by the out-of-Kilter algorithm, ttre incunbent fLow and shadow
price vectors are used as a starting basis. Tttis grives a snall inrprovement
(7t) in solution time com;rared wlth wtren the previous flow solution is used
as a starting basis.
The ruglate incunbency' process involves:
Tinc = T
Xinc 
= x
Pinc = P
incunbent = gtatus
STEP 1. Solrre variable cost network
4.nc = o
Pinc = o
statug = on
solrre NP
Tmin = T
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STEP 2.
STEP 3.
if thln s 00 then terminate
Solrre-_ Balf,nski relaxation
sta,tu€ :? relaxed
Eolve NP
Eaal = a
trr.x E t
Update Lncumbeney
Balinski Drop Phaee
B : Eegeat tlrtll all aree
have statua <> relaxed.
Select arc to ba dropEpd' a
status (al = off
solve NP
ifE<=Tinc
then ak - a
Uldate incumbency
els s:tatu"s (a) = on
lncqnbent (a) = on
EndBr
So1re NP
if, T < =,Tiae
ttren Uldate Lncurdbeney
17'7.
stEP 4. Add 3.hase
f,onnd - false
narked = false
Earked (ap) = tr.ue
A : Repeat until eLtl.rer new ineutrent
f,otlndr (found = true)
or qnltil tro mle arcs afe to be added
Select unnarked a.rc to add' a
narked (a ) ,= trnre
sta,tug (a) = on
solve NP
i,gf<=|f,ine
then uldate Ln<nlnbency
found = true
inarked (j I = fatrse for all j
ritlr status (J) = off
elge stafils (a) = on
EndA c
STEP 5. If f,ouad - true
then go to step 9
| 78r
Stf;F 6. ;grap Fhagp
for:nd, = fa1ge,
narked = false
5 EF 7,. If foUrtel = tihre
Gtren gp to e.tep 9
S,!EP E. Fegirtetfop.
gt4tars 
-,l"ncurftent
ge|rerate ErrdIr t€btre,
gr s' ,relnadt uttil et,tliet
fould = tfuer, ot
tqE table l-s ,€m['i:led.
Se;l,act, arc to be, dlrogpedl !s 6uil ara
tg be addedl a1
status (a"l = of:f
etatus ('a1 I =on
E-e-_l,$e ng
If I ( tritt6
ther=r rrlr,qate tagunbeogy
fdmd = true
e.trrre steGrlE (as l = on
s:tatuE (a1l = of,f
Sld S El
solne dP
grrb.ogitt6al[rLy 
= 8in - trlx
8eP
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sTtP 9. Drop Phase
D : Repeat until no ttpre arcs are
to be dropped
Select r:nmarked arc to &op, a
narked (a) = true
status (a) = off
solve NP
if T ( Tirlq
then ugiate incumbency
dk=a
else status (a) = on
EndD:
Go to step 4.
